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(ABSTRACT) 

Isostatic frameworks are statically determinate trusses that are self contained 

(i.e. they exist independent of support or foundation). Isostatic frameworks have been 

widely used as supporting structures, and recently they have been used as the 

structure for parallel manipulators. These truss-based manipulators could potentially 

solve the problems facing conventional manipulators and could make the design of 

high-degree-of-freedom manipulators feasible. The rigorous scientific study of isostatic 

frameworks and manipulators based on their structure has been limited. Recent 

developments in the design of large space structures and truss-based manipulators, 

however, demand rigorous design and mathematical tools. This dissertation provides 

a general theory for the design of structures based on frameworks and methods to 

analyze the kinematics of truss-based manipulators. 

The objective of the first part of this dissertation is to solve the problems of 

identification, generation and classification of isostatic frameworks in greater depth 

than in any past work in this area. Original methods are discussed for the 

enumeration and generation of isostatic frameworks. The first part also presents an



original method to determine the geometry of general frameworks and an improved 

method to find the forces in their members. The determination of geometry and forces 

are critical areas in structural design. 

The second part of this dissertation presents a case study on one of the 

candidates for manipulator applications, the double-octahedral manipulator. The 

kinematic analyses of the double-octahedral manipulator includes methods to perform 

forward and inverse kinematic analysis, velocity and acceleration analysis, singularity 

analysis and workspace analysis. The closed-form solution to the inverse analysis 

presented herein is a major breakthrough in the development of the double-octahedral 

manipulator. Other analysis, such as velocity and acceleration, singularity, and 

workspace, depend on the inverse solution. It is believed that these solutions will help 

narrow the gap between theory and application of truss-based manipulators. The 

determination of singularities and workspaces are application of recent ideas of other 

researchers. However, original implementations of these ideas have yielded 

astonishing results. The Jacobian and Hessian matrix presented in this dissertation 

should help in developing the control scheme for this device. C-language program 

codes for several of the methods are also provided. The methods have been tested 

based on the results obtained from these programs. The position analysis algorithms 

have also been tested on real hardware. Some of the methods developed here have 

been successfully employed for simulated and experimental vibration control studies.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Area 

Applications involving the mechanical positioning of one body with respect to 

another, with or without relative motion, require a rigid connection between the two 

bodies. In the absence of relative motion, the members that are part of this rigid 

connection are said to form a structure. In the presence of relative motion, the 

members form a manipulator capable of producing the required motion. Forces acting 

on the bodies and the connecting members produce stress and deformation in the 

members. The deformations are negligible in a rigid structure and the relative 

positioning between the two bodies is maintained. When the forces are small, a weak 

structure, such as a slender cantilevered beam, or a weak manipulator, such as the 

Remote Manipulator System’ in the shuttle, will suffice. If high strength and rigidity 

are required in the presence of significant forces, then alternate designs for structures 

and manipulators may have to be considered. 

Among the numerous structures that can be conceived, statically determinate 

trusses form an important class. Isostatic frameworks are part of this class. A 

property of the isostatic frameworks is that they can exist as structures independent 

  

’ Also called Canada Arm, the RMS is essentially a long serial chain of links that 
connect the shuttle to the payload. The RMS cannot support its own weight in a one- 
gravity (1-g) environment. The 0-g environment of space and the lack of atmosphere 
eliminates many of the structural strength requirements. 
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of support or foundation”. Due to their complexity, problems associated with isostatic 

frameworks have been studied to a very limited extent. The problem of identification 

of isostatic frameworks, generation of isostatic frameworks, representation of isostatic 

frameworks, classification of isostatic frameworks, determination of geometry (i.e. 

coordinates of the nodes), and the determination of forces have been explored in this 

dissertation. The methods developed here provide the designer of frameworks with 

a set of powerful tools for synthesis and analysis. 

In the past, manipulator studies have been restricted to serial devices like the 

Canada Arm. Recent developments, like those based on the Stewart platform*, have 

led to lighter and stiffer manipulators called parallel manipulators. Among the 

numerous manipulators that can be designed as parallel devices, an important class 

is based on isostatic frameworks. In this dissertation, these are simply referred to as 

truss-based manipulators. The design and control of these truss-based manipulators 

depend on efficient methods to solve the problems associated with the kinematics of 

the device. A comprehensive kinematic analysis of one of the candidates for a truss- 

based manipulator, the double-octahedral manipulator, is presented. 

  

* Isostatic frameworks have been referred to as simply stiff trusses, minimally 

statically rigid trusses, and as self-contained statically determinate trusses by other 

authors. 

* Stewart platform is a device that has a moving platform that is attached to the 
ground with six actuated legs. These six actuators provide all six degrees of freedom 
to the platform. A well known application of the Stewart platform is the flight 
simulator.



1.2 Motivation 

The simplest connection between two bodies is achieved by attaching the two 

ends of a link to the two bodies. Such a structure is called a beam. In a given 

position, serial manipulators are formed as a series of cantilevered beams, and they 

suffer from the problem of low strength and rigidity. The structural flexibility and 

joint flexibility contribute toward this problem. The structural flexibility arises due 

to the inherent nature of the structure to transmit bending moments. The joint 

flexibility arises because the joints that transmit the forces must be actuated. The 

problem of adding structural strength and rigidity to a serial manipulator may be 

solved by the skillful combination of material resources, such as quantity of material, 

choice of material, and distribution of material in the structure. Likewise, the 

problem of flexibility at the joints can be minimized by proper drive train selection 

and careful mechanical design. Nevertheless, serial manipulators can only have a 

limited number of joints and a limited number of degrees of freedom. There are, 

however, applications that require the use of stiff high-DOF manipulators’. 

One way to satisfy the strength and rigidity requirements is to consider 

alternate designs for the structure. A better design would take advantage of the 

transmission of forces through the connecting members to achieve better material 

utilization. Isostatic frameworks possess such characteristics. The members of a 

framework carry only tensile or compressive stresses, and therefore are two-force 

  

* Sometimes referred to as redundant or hyper-redundant manipulators, High-DOF 
manipulators are applied in an unstructured environment for tasks that require 
surmounting obstacles and access through narrow passageways or openings. 
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members. The variability in geometry of the framework, achieved by means of 

variable length link members, can be utilized to perform manipulation tasks. In such 

a design, the joints that transmit the forces are not actuated, therefore, the problem 

of joint flexibility is greatly minimized. The design and control of truss-based 

manipulator, however, is more challenging than that of serial manipulators. In the 

past, adequate scientific tools have not been available to design and analyze such 

devices. 

1.3 Objective 

The objective of this dissertation is to develop a general theoretical foundation 

for designing and analyzing isostatic framework (truss) based structures and 

manipulators. Various applications have been envisaged by researchers for such 

trusses in the literature. For several of these proposed applications to become reality, 

structural and kinematic analysis is required. This dissertation provides methods and 

techniques to solve problems in several areas of truss design. 

1.4 Literature Review 

1.4.1 Structural Analysis 

Marshall and Nelson [1969] state that the function of a structure is to transmit 

forces from one point in space to another without any appreciable deformation of one 

part relative to another. Joints are critical in the transmission of forces through the 

members. In truss structures, the members of the structure are connected by spheric 

joints, providing three Degrees Of Freedom (DOF). Bending moments, torques and



shear forces cannot be transmitted from member to member. All the members of the 

truss experience either tension or compression. If the truss is designed properly, this 

feature can be exploited to achieve better material utilization. In practice, members 

of a structural “truss” are usually welded or riveted together. Because of these rigid 

joints, the links of the truss experience bending. Usually, the influence of this 

secondary bending is ignored [Timoshenko and Young, 1965]. 

Manipulation capability is achieved in an isostatic framework by introducing 

variability in the link dimensions. If all the members of the framework are jointed 

by spheric joints, then any or all members can be made variable. In practice, 

however, only those members that are necessary to provide the required degrees of 

freedom (DOF) and workspace are made variable. These variable links, or actuators, 

provide the manipulation capability by changing the geometry of the framework’. 

Therefore, in the case of truss-based manipulators, the members cannot be riveted or 

welded together, and the design of joints to connect the members of a framework 

becomes a difficult task. Depending on the choice of actuated links, several spheric 

joints may need to be centered about the same point. In such cases, structural 

characteristics may have to be compromised for ease of joint design. Rhodes and 

Mikulas [1985] built an octahedral truss at the NASA Langley research center to test 

space structure deployment concepts. Their approach introduced an extra link to 

provide additional connectivity points for joining links. Depending on the mobility 

  

* This is a primary reason for employing statically determinate trusses as opposed 
to statically indeterminate trusses. In the latter case, several links may have to be 
moved in unison to achieve manipulation capability. 
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requirement, revolute joints can be substituted for spheric joints to improve long-term 

reliability and lower manufacturing costs. An octahedral truss built at VPI&SU has 

Hooke’s coupling universal joints instead of spheric joints [Tidwell, 1989]. 

In the design of truss-based manipulators and structures the choice of topology 

is crucial. For centuries there have been several known isostatic frameworks. The 

first attempt to systematically study isostatic frameworks was made by Henneberg 

[1911]. Later, Cox [1936], like Henneberg, developed a number of rules for building 

larger isostatic frameworks from smaller ones, and for breaking down larger 

frameworks for the purpose of analysis. Laman [1975], Asimow & Roth [1978], and 

Recksi [1984] employ similar rules based techniques for proof of various properties of 

isostatic frameworks. Tay and Whitley [1985] present a unified approach of these 

principles, with a special focus on effective combinatorial characterization of the 

graphs of isostatic frameworks in space, to generate isostatic frameworks. Arun et al. 

[1990a] provide an excellent, but incomplete, approach based on mobility to classify 

and enumerate isostatic frameworks. In this work, an attempt is made to combine the 

advantages of these earlier approaches with new ones that are based on kinematic 

concepts. In this work, the mobility based approach is pursued more rigorously to 

identify and enumerate all possible isostatic frameworks. 

Authors writing on the theory of structures classify statically determinate 

trusses as simple, compound and complex. This classification is based on the degree 

of difficulty of the static analysis. This classification can be extended to isostatic



frameworks as well. The only simple frameworks are those whose members are part 

of a tetrahedron. Every other topology falls into the category of complex framework. 

Hence this is not a useful classification scheme. However, an important observation 

can be made about trusses based on the above classification. Simple frameworks can 

be easily solved using the method of joints [Timoshenko and Young, 1965]. Complex 

frameworks need sophisticated methods such as the one developed by Henneberg 

[1911]. 

In the past, only those trusses and frameworks whose geometries are fixed 

have been analyzed. In a fixed structure, the geometry can be determined by 

measurement. In the trusses being investigated, the geometry can vary considerably 

during operation due to changes in dimensions of the actuated members of the truss. 

Hence, analytic determination of the geometry (i.e. generation of possible closures, 

selection of a particular closure and determination of nodal coordinates) from the truss 

topology and link dimensions is a crucial part of the structural analysis. Historically, 

the problem of determining the geometry of the framework has been very difficult. 

Only since the advent of analytic and coordinate geometry could this problem be 

handled effectively. Computer-based methods have also helped to solve the problems 

that require iterative solution. Coxeter [1973] provides excellent information on the 

history of polyhedra and analysis of their geometry. Many of the remarks in Coxeter’s 

book are relevant, since the edges of deltahedra are known to form isostatic 

frameworks. The simplest framework is a four-noded six-linked tetrahedron. A 

solution to this geometry has been well known for several centuries. Griffis and Duffy



[1989] show that the solution to the geometry of the octahedron, which is the next 

simplest framework, can be reduced to a single sixteenth degree equation. A single 

equation to determine the geometry of the octahedron is also obtained by Nanua and 

Waldron [1989] and Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli [1990]. A generalized kinematic 

equivalent model for the octahedral framework that provides solutions through a 

simple iterative scheme is provided by Tidwell et al. [1990]. Arun et al. [1990b] use 

homotopy-based methods to obtain the geometry of more complex frameworks. In this 

dissertation, a simple scheme to determine the geometry that is applicable to all 

frameworks is presented. This method is shown to yield faster and more complete 

results compared to the methods that are currently available. 

Several methods for conducting static analysis on statically determinate trusses 

can be found in the literature [Timoshenko and Young, 1965; Marshall and Nelson, 

1969]. The well known method of joints is the simplest of all methods. The method 

of joints can only be used on frameworks built from tetrahedrons. Other methods 

include the method of sections, method of virtual displacement and Henneberg’s 

method of link replacement. Since the advent of finite element methods, static 

analysis of complex trusses has usually been performed using finite elements. Lacy 

[1991] performs static analysis of the octahedral framework using this method. Static 

analysis based on Henneberg’s method is provided in the latter sections. This method 

yields the stresses in the framework faster and with fewer computations than the 

finite element methods.



1.4.2 Kinematic Analysis 

A manipulator is a device capable of transforming the position and orientation 

of one body relative to another body. This transformation is effected by means of 

some moving members called actuators. The position, velocity, and acceleration of the 

actuators controls the position, velocity, and acceleration of one body relative to the 

other. Kinematic analysis methods that provide actuator parameters that satisfy a 

given set of moving body parameters for the octahedral manipulator are presented in 

this dissertation. Once the actuators are locked in place, the manipulator should 

maintain the relative position between the two bodies, acting as a structure (i.e 

support a given load within a specified deflection). Structural load can be determined 

by performing a static analysis on the manipulator. 

The study of truss-based manipulators can greatly benefit from the vast 

literature available in the field of parallel manipulators. The Stewart platform 

[Stewart, 1965] is one of the earliest parallel manipulators proposed. It is used as a 

flight simulator mechanism, among other applications. The Stewart platform is a 

device that has a free top platform and a fixed bottom platform. Six Spheric- 

Prismatic-Spheric (SPS) jointed links connect the two platforms together. By varying 

the length of the SPS leg, the position and orientation of the top platform can be 

controlled. Hunt [1978] initiates the idea of using the Stewart platform as the 

mechanism of a robot arm. Fichter and McDowell [1982] develop a new design for a 

manipulator arm based on Hunt’s idea and called it the Stewart Platform based 

Manipulator Arm (SPMA).



The Stewart platform can be designed in several ways.. Among those, the 3-3 

Stewart platform® forms an octahedral framework. The determination of the 

octahedral geometry described earlier were the result of studying the 3-3 Stewart 

platform. Workspaces of Stewart platform based manipulators are studied by Behi 

[1986], Merlet [1987], Cleary and Arai [1991] and Gosselin [1990]. Gosselin’s 

analytical work forms an excellent basis for the workspace determination of truss- 

based manipulators with closed-form inverse solutions. Gosselin and Angeles [1990] 

have studied the conditions for singularity in parallel manipulators. These results are 

also applicable while studying truss-based manipulators. 

Miura [1985] coined the term ‘Variable-Geometry-Truss Manipulator (VGTM) 

and defined it as a statically determinate truss with some of its links replaced by 

variable length members. Most of the earlier work in this area has been carried out 

under the name of variable-geometry-truss manipulators. Several classes of Stewart 

platform are statically determinate trusses. They are, however, not called variable- 

geometry-truss manipulators. Since, the usage of the term variable-geometry-truss 

manipulators is ambiguous, a new term “truss-based manipulator” is used in this 

dissertation. Truss-based manipulators are defined as parallel manipulators with a 

structure of an isostatic framework. 

  

° Defined by Griffis and Duffy [1989], a 3-3 Stewart Platform has triangular (3 
nodes) moving and fixed plane. Two legs meet at each node of the triangles to form 
the octahedral configuration. 
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1.4.3 Application and Related Studies 

The use of truss-based manipulator as manipulator arms has been studied by 

Miura et al. [1985], Sincarsin and Hughes [1987], and Reinholtz and Gokhale [1987]. 

Some of the potential applications of these devices in space are evidenced in the work 

by Rockwell International [1982], Cox and Nelson [1982], Miura and Furuya [1985], 

Rhodes and Mikulas [1987]. Salerno et al. [1990] and Naccarato and Hughes [1991] 

have developed methods to analyze the inverse kinematics of truss-type long-chain 

hyper-redundant manipulators for use in unstructured environment. An inverse 

analysis of a tetrahedral truss-based manipulator with one link actuated in each bay 

is discussed by Sohmshetty and Kramer [1989]. Recently, there has been further 

work on large adaptive truss-based space structures [Takamatsu and Onoda, 1991; 

Mikulas et al., 1991; Bush et al., 1991, Kawaguchi, 1990; Anderson et al., 1990, 

Davison, 1990; Dorsey and Mikulas, 1990; Matunaga et al., 1990; Burdisso and 

Haftka, 1989]. 

The ability of adaptive trusses to perform vibration control are valued by many 

researchers. Wada [1990] provides an overview of research on the dynamics of 

adaptive trusses. Robertshaw [1989] shows that the vibrations of a flexible slender 

rod appended to the bottom of a quadruple octahedral adaptive truss can be controlled 

effectively using a leadscrew-based mechanical actuator. Similar results for a thin, 

flexible beam in the gravity field are obtained by Wynn [1990]. Fanson [1989] and 

Natori[1987] perform vibration control of spatial structures with other actuation 

schemes such as piezoelectric and voice coil. Other vibration control results are found 

ll



in the works of Clark [1990], Robertshaw [1985], Juang [1986], and Alberts [1990]. 

Warrington [1991] uses the closed-form inverse kinematics results found in this 

dissertation in experiments on large-angle flexible beam contro! using the octahedral 

adaptive truss. 

1.5 Summary of Contents 

The contents of this dissertation are presented in two parts. The Second and 

Third Chapters cover structural analysis of isostatic frameworks. The Second Chapter 

includes sections on methods to identify and generate various isostatic framework 

topologies. The Third Chapter provides methods for classification, determination of 

geometry (i.e., generation and selection of geometry and determination of nodal 

coordinates), and determination of stresses in the members of the isostatic framework. 

The second part of this dissertation, consisting of chapters 4 through 9, is a 

case study on the kinematic analysis of the double-octahedral manipulator. In the 

Fourth Chapter, the design of a double-octahedral manipulator is considered. In the 

Fifth Chapter, methods to perform the forward kinematic analysis of the double- 

octahedral manipulator are presented. The Sixth Chapter presents closed-form 

inverse kinematic analysis of three different problems proposed for the double- 

octahedral manipulator. The determination of the Jacobian and Hessian matrices are 

shown in the Seventh Chapter on velocity and acceleration analysis. Methods to 

determine the singular configurations of the manipulator are presented in the Eighth 

Chapter on Singularity analysis. The Ninth Chapter presents methods to determine 

12



the workspace using the position relationship from the closed-form inverse analysis. 

All the methods developed in chapters 2 through 7 were implemented on the 

computer using the C-language. The C-language program codes are presented as 

Appendices 1-5. Numerical results obtained using these programs are presented at 

the end of each method. 
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2. Identification and Generation of Isostatic Frameworks 

2.1 Introduction 

A link freely floating in space has six degrees of freedom. A linkage is formed 

by the process of joining links to one another and to the ground, constraining the 

motions of the individual links. The number of links, the number of joints, and the 

type of joints determine the mobility of the resulting system. The mobility of the 

system forms the basis for calling a linkage a mechanism, a statically determinate 

structure, or a statically indeterminate structure. A mechanism has positive mobility. 

On the application of a force or a torque, a mechanism will correspondingly change its 

geometry. The study of mechanisms forms an important part of kinematics. On the 

other hand, a structure resists forces and torques with negligible deflection by 

transmitting the forces through its members to the ground. A special nature of the 

statically determinate structure is that the links are just sufficiently constrained to 

remove all the degrees of freedom, resulting in a mobility of zero. For this reason, the 

forces in the links are uniquely defined. Due to their lack of mobility, structures have 

not been studied by kinematicians in the past. The current scope of applications, 

however, demands the study of trusses from a kinematic point of view. Therefore, 

mobility analysis forms the first step in the structural analysis of isostatic 

frameworks, which belong to the class of statically determinate structures. 
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2.2 Identification 

2.2.1 Joints-Links Relationship 

The total mobility of a system of n interconnected links is given by the 

Kutzbach equation [Mabie and Reinholtz, 1987]. 

M=6(n-1) - 5f, - 4f, - 3f, - 2f, - £, 

where 

M = mobility, or number of degrees of freedom 

= total number of links, including the ground 

= number of one-degree-of-freedom joints (2.1) 

= number of two-degree-of-freedom joints 

number of three-degree-of-freedom joints 

= number of four-degree-of-freedom joints 

= number of five-degree-of-freedom joints a
h
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n
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y 
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In the case of a framework, all the joints are spheric (3 DOF). Therefore the Kutzbach 

equation can be written specifically for a framework, as shown in Eq. 2.2. 

M=6(L-1) - 3S 

where (2.2) 

L = Number of links in the framework 

S = Number of spheric joints 

When every member is connected to another by a spheric joint there is an idle degree 

of freedom, namely, the idle rotation of the members about their own axis. Since this 

does not contribute to the gross mobility, there are ‘L’ fewer degrees of freedom in the 

system. The gross mobility of the framework after adjusting for the idle rotation is 

given in Eq. 2.3. 
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M=5L-3S5 -6 (2.3) 

The condition that the mobility of an isostatic framework is zero provides the 

relationship between the number of links and the number of spheric joints in the 

framework, as shown in Eq. 2.4. 

5L-3S5 -6 =0 (2.4) 

2.2.2 Joints-Nodes-Links Relationship 

A framework is made of binary links, i.e each link has a joint at either end. 

The links combine to form ‘N’ vertices or nodes. Since two links combine to form only 

one joint, there are as many joints as twice the number of links less the number of 

nodes. This relationship is expressed in Eq. 2.5. 

S=2L-N (2.5) 

2.2.3 Necessary Condition 

Combining Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5, a relationship between the number of nodes and 

the number of links is obtained. 

3N-L-62=0 (2.6) 

Equation 2.6 provides the necessary (but not sufficient) condition for identifying 

isostatic frameworks. This derivation, based on the mobility analysis, is also 

presented by Arun et al. [1990a]. Since the values for nodes and links can only be 

positive integers, the simplest isostatic framework is made from three nodes and three 
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links. This is a triangle and is a planar truss. The simplest framework in space has 

four nodes and six links. This is the tetrahedral framework. Equation 2.6 can be 

used to determine the number of links that are present in the framework for a given 

number of nodes. 

2.2.4 Necessary and Sufficient Condition 

The degree of a node is defined as the number of links that combine at that 

node. For example, three links join together to form a third degree node. In a spatial 

isostatic framework, there are no nodes that are second degree or less. Eq. (2.6), 

along with the above condition, forms the necessary and sufficient condition to obtain 

an isostatic framework. The proof for this condition can be realized in the following 

manner. The mobility equation provides the total mobility of the framework. It is 

possible, however, that part of the framework is statically indeterminate and the other 

part has some mobility. A node that is of second degree or less gives rise to such a 

condition. This can be shown by considering the removal of nodes from the structure 

beginning with a first degree node. The mobility equation before the removal of any 

node is given by Eq. 2.7. 

M=3N-L-620 (2.7) 

Consider the removal of a first degree node from the framework. This will result in 

the loss of one link. The mobility of the framework after the removal of the first 

degree node is given in Eq. 2.8. 

M=3(N-1) - (L-1) - 6 (2.8) 

=3N-L-6-2=-2 
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The removal of a second degree node, results in the loss of two links. The mobility of 

the resulting framework is shown in Eq. 2.9. 

M=3(N-1)-(L- 2) -6 (2.9) 

3N-£2-6-1=-1 

The removal of a third degree node results in the loss of three links. The mobility 

equation now becomes 

x i 3(N- 1)-(L- 3) -6 (2.10) 
3N-L-6=0 

It is clear that the removal of a first or a second degree node leaves the structure 

statically indeterminate and the removal of a third degree node leaves the structure 

unaffected. On continuing the same scheme, it can be shown that the removal of 

nodes of higher degree will result in positive mobility in the structure. Therefore, only 

the presence of first and second degree nodes will induce local static indeterminacy. 

Hence the proof. 

2.3 Generation 

It is evident from Eq. 2.6 that several link and node combinations can form 

isostatic frameworks. The least number of nodes to form a spatial isostatic framework 

in space is four. Six links combine at four nodes to form a tetrahedron, the simplest 

isostatic framework. Tay and Whitley [1985] present a method for generating isostatic 

frameworks, called Henneberg’s method. This method is based on the addition and 

removal of links and nodes and can potentially produce all possible isostatic 

frameworks. According to Tay and Whitley, “every graph of an isostatic framework 
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in space is generated from a Henneberg tree of graphs, each built from the one or two 

adjacent graphs by adding a new vertex, and deleting a few edges, using a simple local 

pattern of edges.” However, the method has some limitations. The method does not 

guarantee the enumeration of all possible frameworks for a given number of nodes 

without an exhaustive search. This method also does not allow the selective 

generation of deltahedral frameworks’. Timoshenko and Young [1965] prove that the 

members of any self-contained space truss (isostatic framework) represent the edges 

of a closed polyhedron having triangular faces without internal diagonals. Due to the 

presence of internal diagonals the non-deltahedral frameworks have not been of much 

interest [Timoshenko and Young, 1965]. A heuristic scheme to generate deltahedral 

frameworks is provided by Arun et al. [1990a]. This generation scheme based on Eq. 

2.6, however, provides only selected deltahedral frameworks. 

2.3.1 Method of degree sequences 

An original method to partially enumerate isostatic frameworks for a given 

number of nodes can be obtained by considering the degrees of the nodes in the 

framework. If n; is the number of nodes of degree i, then the sum of all nodes of 

various degrees should provide the total number of nodes. This is given in Eq. 2.11. 

mt+mt+n+ngt.. t+nyt+.. = N (2.11) 

In Eq. 2.11, 1 is greater than two due to the necessary condition developed in section 

2.2. If there are N nodes, the greatest degree of a node can only be ‘N-1’, since every 

  

* Polyhedra with just triangular faces are referred to as deltahedra. 
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node can only be connected to ‘N-1’ nodes. This leads to Eq. 2.12. 

nmt+mt+nt+.. +O +.. +My, FN (2.12) 

Since all the links of the isostatic framework are binary, the sum of the product 

of the number of nodes of each degree and the degree of the node is equal to twice the 

number of links. This relationship is presented in Eq. 2.13. 

3n, + 4m, + 5n, + .. +(N-1)ny., = 2L = 6N- 12 (2.13) 

All combinations of n,’s that satisfy the Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 simultaneously form 

isostatic frameworks. Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 are combined by eliminating n, to yield Eq. 

2.14. 

n, + 2n, + 3ng +..... + (N-4) ny. = 3N- 12 (2.14) 

All positive integer results for Eq. 2.14 are valid frameworks. 

Consider the case when ‘N’, the number of nodes, is equal to six. In this case, 

the number of links are twelve [using Eq. 2.6]. Equations 2.12 and 2.13 can be 

written for this specific node-link combination as 

| oO ny, +My + Os = (2.15) 

24 3n, + 4n, + 5n, 

Combining the two equations to eliminate n,, Eq. 2.16 is obtained. 
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m + 2n; = 6 (2.16) 

The positive integer values that satisfy Eq. 2.16 can be tabulated as follows. 

Sequence No. D n, 

1 

2 

3 

4 

  

Figure 1 shows the four frameworks listed in the table. The second, third, and 

fourth cases yield six-noded isostatic frameworks that are formed from tetrahedrons. 

The presence of n, nodes are the reason for this result. It was earlier shown, using 

Eq. 2.10, that, the removal of a third degree node from a structure does not affect its 

mobility. In these three cases (i.e sequence numbers two, three, and four) nodes can 

be removed until the simpler tetrahedral framework results. The framework with the 

sequence number one, however, cannot be reduced further. This is the octahedral 

framework. In the case of the six-noded frameworks, a degree sequence, i.e the list 

of entries in a row for a specific sequence number, results in a unique framework. 

Therefore, it can be claimed that all possible six-noded frameworks have been 

enumerated. In the case of larger frameworks, however, a degree sequence need not 

yield a unique framework’ (an example is discussed later). 

It was stated earlier that a third degree node can always be removed from a 

framework without affecting the mobility of the structure. This process results in a 

  

* For this reason, complete enumeration, using the method of degree sequences, 
is not possible. 
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simpler framework with each removal. Another way to reduce a larger framework to 

a simpler framework is by separation of parts that can exist as independent isostatic 

frameworks. Two isostatic frameworks can be fused together at a triangular face to 

yield a larger framework. In this dissertation, this process is called ‘stacking’ and the 

resulting framework is called a ‘stacked’ framework. The separation can also be 

carried out at the common triangle. The following proof shows that, if a smaller 

isostatic framework is separated from a larger framework by splitting a triangle 

between them, then the resulting framework is also an isostatic framework. A large 

framework with N nodes and L links, and a smaller framework which forms a part 

of the larger framework with N, nodes and L, links are considered. The mobility 

relationship, shown in Eq. 2.17, can be written for the two frameworks. 

it oO N- 3L~6 
N, ~ 3L, ~ 6 

(2.17) 

ft Oo 

Suppose, the resulting framework after separation has N, nodes and L, links, the 

following relationship can be written between the three framework based on the 

method of separation (i.e. splitting a common triangle resulting in the duplication of 

three links and three nodes). 

T = N, + N, - 3 
L, +L, -3 

(2.18) 

" a 

The mobility of the resultant framework can be written as 
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M = 3N, - L, - 6 

Since from Eq. (17) 

N, = N- N, + 3 and 

I,=L-L, +3 (2.19) 

M=3(N-N, +3) - (L-L, +3) -6 
= 3N-L-6 -(3N, - L, - 6) 
- 0 

Hence the proof. 

2.3.2 Definition of a Unit Cell 

A unit cell is an isostatic framework that cannot be broken down into simpler 

frameworks either by the removal of third degree nodes or by the separation of 

simpler frameworks at common triangles. In other words, a unit cell is an isostatic 

framework that does not contain a simpler unit cell as a part of itself. The 

tetrahedral framework and the octahedral framework are unit cells. The table of 

degree sequences can be used to enumerate unit cells. Consider the enumeration of 

eight-noded unit cells as an example. Avoiding n, nodes, since their presence leads 

to tetrahedrons, Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 can be written for N = 8. 

n, +n. + + 8 
ee (2.20) 

4n, + 5n, +6n, + 7n, = 36 

Equation 2.21 is obtained by combining the above equations. 

n, + 2n, + 3n, = 4 (2.21) 

The table of degree sequences can be formed from Eq. 2.21 as follows. 
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Sequence No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

  

Figure 2 shows the five eight-noded frameworks listed in the table. Sequence 

number two leads to two different frameworks, shown in Fig. 2.2a and 2.2b. This is 

an example of the non-uniqueness described earlier. It can be seen that the 

frameworks shown in Fig. 2.1, 2.2a, and 2.3, corresponding to sequence numbers one, 

two, and three, do not have simpler frameworks as part of their structure. Therefore, 

these are unit cells. However, there are no methods currently available to distinguish 

between unit cells and stacked frameworks without actually building the frameworks 

for the specific degree sequence. This is another limitation of the method of degree 

sequences. 

2.3.3 Planar Graph Based Generation of Deltahedral Unit Cells 

The table of degree sequences consists of frameworks that form the edges of a 

deltahedra and the ones that do not. Furthermore, they can be a unit cell or a 

stacked framework. The frameworks that form the edges of a deltahedra are called 

deltahedral frameworks. Since the commonly used frameworks are all deltahedral, 

the generation and representation of deltahedral unit cells holds the most practical 

importance. Due to the limitations in the method of degree sequences, a graphical 

approach is adopted for the selective generation of deltahedral unit cells. It is well- 
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Figure 2 Eight-Noded Frameworks 
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known that convex polyhedra can be represented as planar graphs’. Since deltahedra 

are isomorphic to convex polyhedra, they can also be represented as fully triangulated 

planar graphs. The connectivity between the nodes is preserved in the graph giving 

a realistic representation. 

Parameters of the graph 
  

In the planar graph representation, the nodes of the framework correspond to 

vertices of the graph, the links to the edges, and the faces of the framework to the 

faces of the graph. These parameters are related as follows: 

Number of vertices in the graph V=N 

Number of edges in the graph E=L=3N-6 

Number of faces in the graph F = 2(N - 2) 

Maximum degree of a node in an N-noded Deltahedra 

The maximum degree of a node in any framework can only be equal to ‘N-1’, 

however, such a framework cannot be represented in a plane without intersecting 

edges. Therefore, it cannot be a deltahedra either. A framework with a maximum 

degree of ‘N-2’ is possible. Such a framework can be visualized to be a chain of ‘N-2’ 

links to which two nodes are added, each connected to every node in the chain. Such 

frameworks are called bi-pyramids by some authors. Since, any N-noded deltahedral 

framework can be constructed with just fourth and fifth degree nodes (a partial proof 

can be found in the next section), the maximum degree of a node in a N-noded 

framework can vary from 5 to N-2. 

  

° Planar graphs are graphs that do not have intersecting edges. In this 
dissertation, the planar graphs are strict graphs (i.e. without loops or multiple joins) 
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Minimum degree of a node in an N-noded Deltahedra 

The minimum degree of a node in a framework is either four or five. Equations 

2.12 and 2.13 are useful in explaining this result. Suppose, frameworks with a 

minimum nodal degree of six exist. Equations 2.12 and 2.13 can be rewritten for this 

case, as Eqs. (2.22). 

Ne + +O +... +O, = N 6 7 8 N-2 (2.22) 

6ng + 7n, + 8ng +... + (N-2) ny, = 6N - 12 

Combining the equations by eliminating n, yields Eq. 2.23. 

nm + 2m, +... + (N-8) ny. = -12 (2.23) 

Since the nght hand side of the equation is negative, it is clear that a framework 

without fourth or fifth degree nodes is not possible. It can be shown that, based on 

a similar technique, the number of nodes has to be greater than or equal to twelve for 

the lowest nodal degree to be equal to five. A deltahedra with the lowest nodal degree 

of four exists for all nodes’. 

Enumeration 

All fully triangulated planar graphs with a minimum degree of four or five 

will produce deltahedral frameworks. The stacked frameworks are included in this 

set. It is, however, possible to separate the stacked frameworks and the unit cells by 

  

‘ The tetrahedral framework with a maximum and minimum degree of three and 
the octahedral framework with a maximum and minimum degree of four are the only 
exceptions to the above rules. 
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considering the connectivity of the planar graphs. Stacked frameworks are all three- 

connected planar graphs®. Therefore, planar graphs that are four-connected are 

deltahedral unit cells. In this dissertation, it has not been attempted to enumerate the 

fully-triangulated four-connected N-noded planar graphs. However, a table of graphs 

upto N equal to nine is provided in Fig. 3. It is likely that an algorithm to enumerate 

these graphs is already available®. 

2.3.4 Cox’s Method 

Another interesting method to generate complex deltahedral unit cells is 

achieved by the combination of simpler frameworks. Cox [1936] presents this 

approach without generation as the ultimate objective. Theorem 2.3 of Cox is stated 

here. "If in a simply-stiff space (isostatic) framework the member between any two 

joints is replaced by a quartet with feet’ at these two joints and at two other joints 

of the framework, the resulting framework is simply-stiff." 

The theorem can be restated in a more general manner in the following form. 

When two adjacent faces of a unit cell are attached to two such similar faces of 

another unit cell, such that the triangles of one are fused with the other, then if the 

  

* An n-connected graph is a graph in which a minimum of n nodes have to be 
removed to disconnect the graph. In stacked frameworks, removing the three nodes 
that form the common triangle disconnects one part from another. 

* Tutte [1984] in his book on ‘Graph Theory’ explains most of the terms used here. 

’ A quartet with feet is a double-tetrahedral framework with one link that is part 
of the common triangle removed. 
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common link between the two triangles is removed, the resultant structure is an 

isostatic framework. The resultant framework is categorized as a unit cell because 

it cannot be reduced further into simpler frameworks. Only the double-tetrahedral 

framework is necessary as a building block to generate any complex framework. In 

this dissertation, this original method of generating deltahedral unit cells is called 

"Cox’s method" and the process is called "fusion". Fig. 4a shows an octahedral 

framework formed by the fusion of two double-tetrahedral frameworks. The cube 

truss in Fig. 4b can be thought to be formed by the fusion of two eight-noded 

frameworks. The eight-noded framework itself is the result of the fusion of several 

double-tetrahedral frameworks. In principle, this method is similar to the Henneberg’s 

method [Tay and Whitley, 1985] described earlier. The process of addition and 

removal of nodes in the Henneberg’s methods can be related to the addition and 

removal of double-tetrahedral frameworks in Cox’s method. Due to the presence of 

similar limitations to that of the Henneberg’s method, this method is not 

recommended here. 
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3. Classification, Geometry Determination and Static Analysis 
of Isostatic Frameworks 

3.1 Classification 

Typical isostatic frameworks are stacked deltahedral frameworks. A 

framework is often named based on the type of unit cell present in its structure. A 

double-tetrahedral and a double-octahedral framework are examples of such 

frameworks. For the purpose of structural analysis, it is sufficient to develop methods 

to solve the unit cells, since all larger framework are composed of some combinations 

of unit cells. Therefore, in the following sections, only the deltahedral unit cells will 

be dealt with. 

3.1.1 Tetrahedrizing Unit Cells 

The methods discussed later in the sections on the generation of geometry, 

determination of nodal coordinates and static analysis depend on the process of 

tetrahedrizing unit cells’. The process of tetrahedrizing unit cells is explained with 

the eight-noded framework as an example. Two deltahedral unit cells exist in the 

case of eight-noded frameworks. Projections of these two frameworks are shown in 

Fig. 5. In the case of the eight-noded framework, shown in Fig. 5.1, two links are 

added to minimally tetrahedrize the structure. By adding links 34 and 35, seven 

  

1 The process of tetrahedrizing unit cells results in every link being part of a 

tetrahedron. This is accomplished by the addition of links to the existing framework, 
making the framework statically indeterminate. 
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tetrahedrons 3412, 3425, 3456, 3467, 3471, 3528, and 3586 are formed. On the other 

hand, in the case of the other eight-noded framework, shown in Fig. 5.2, by adding the 

link 34, six tetrahedrons, 3412, 3425, 3456, 3467, 3478, and 3481 are formed’. 

It is interesting to note that the links removed in the generation of unit cells 

based on Cox’s method, using the double-tetrahedral framework as the building block, 

are replaced for the purpose of tetrahedrizing the unit cells*, The octahedral 

framework shown in Fig. 4a is a good example. The replacement of the same links, 

however, does not guarantee that the unit cell is minimally tetrahedrized. 

3.1.2 Classification Criterion 

The number of links necessary to minimally tetrahedrize a unit cell is used 

as the criterion for classification in this dissertation. The number of tetrahedrons 

formed in the tetrahedrized framework is referred to as the tetrahedron number. The 

eight-noded framework shown in Fig. 5.1 has a tetrahedron number of seven. The 

framework shown in Fig. 5.2 has a tetrahedron number of six. 

3.1.3 Naming Convention 

The unit cell is named after the deltahedron (based on the number of faces) 

preceded by the degree sequence and followed by the tetrahedron number. If the 

  

? The minimum number of links that have to be added to make every link part of 
a tetrahedron. 

5 This is probably an advantage for Cox’s method. 
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degree sequence is too long, it may be omitted. The framework shown in Fig. 5.1 is 

called the 4400 dodecahedral-7 framework. The framework shown in Fig. 5.2 is called 

the 6020 dodecahedral-6 framework. 

3.2 Generation of Geometry and Determination of Nodal Coordinates 

3.2.1 Method of Tetrahedrons 

The first step in the generation of geometry of a unit cell is to tetrahedrize the 

unit cell minimally. The dimensions of the links that are added to tetrahedrize the 

framework are assumed arbitrarily or based on some calculated guesses. The 

coordinates of the nodes are obtained in closed-form by solving tetrahedrons. In the 

process of solving the nodal coordinates, some link dimensions are not used. The 

‘number of links that are not used are the same as the number of added links. An 

iterative scheme can now be designed to correct the dimensions of the added links 

corresponding to the dimensions of the unused links. 

The solution scheme, therefore, depends on solving tetrahedrons. There are 

two solutions or closures to every tetrahedron. The various combinations of these 

solutions lead to the various closures or solutions of the framework. A specific 

geometry can be solved by judiciously selecting one closure among the various possible 

closures. It is encouraging to note that the number of added links are few even in 

fairly complex deltahedral frameworks. When there are only one or two added links, 

an exhaustive search can be performed to determine the correct dimensions of the 

added links, however, a more efficient method may be designed using nonlinear 
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optimization techniques. A flow chart describing the method is presented in Fig. 6. 

The problem of determination of nodal coordinates is also part of the direct or 

forward kinematic problem. The solution to this problem involves the determination 

of the coordinates of all the nodes when provided with the lengths of all links and the 

location of a base triangle in some coordinate system. In the case of the tetrahedral 

framework, the problem is solved easily by obtaining a single quadratic equation. 

This has been well known for centuries and forms the foundation for the method 

described here. Only recently, researchers have obtained a single sixteenth degree 

equation to solve the octahedral framework [Griffis and Duffy, 1989]. The solutions 

to more complex unit cells have required the use of sophisticated mathematical 

techniques [Arun et al. 1990b]. Therefore, the method of tetrahedrons is a powerful 

new method for the generation of geometry and the determination of nodal coordinates 

of the isostatic framework. 

3.2.2 Results 

The solution to the geometry of the two dodecahedral frameworks are 

presented as an example. Fig. 7 shows the 6020 dodecahedral-6 framework with the 

nodes identified. The base triangle coordinates (nodes 1, 2, and 3) and all the link 

lengths are known. The link 34 is added to form the tetrahedrons 3412, 3425, 3456, 

3467, 3478, and 3481. A plot showing the variation of a function based on the unused 

dimension 18, for one of the 64 closures is shown in Fig. 8. The function used in this 

example is given in Eq. 3.1. 
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f(a) =/(1,, - I,,) (3.1) 

Where . 
I,, = Computed Length of link 18 

The point where the curve intersects the X axis is the solution. At this point the 

computed value for the length of the link 18 is the same as the actual value. 

The plot also shows a potential singular configuration for the dodecahedral 

framework. The merger of the solution curve with the X axis indicates the presence 

of a singularity. The deduction of such singularities in frameworks are pursued later 

in the singularity analysis section. A unique advantage of this method of geometry 

determination is the ability to detect such structural singularities. This is not possible 

with other analysis methods, including sophisticated methods such as the homotopy 

based continuation methods. 

In the case of the 4400 dodecahedral-7 framework, shown in Fig. 9, two links 

are necessary to tetrahedrize the structure. Therefore, the solution space is two 

dimensional. The three-dimensional plot showing the variation of the function based 

on the unused dimensions 34 and 35 is shown in Fig. 10. The intersection of this 

solution surface with the XY plane gives the dimensions of links 34 and 35 and the 

solution. 

The C-language program codes used to generate the plots for determining the 

geometry of the two dodecahedral framework are given in Appendix 1a and 1b. All 
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Framework II 
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the nodal coordinates and the corresponding solution plots are shown in Figs. 8 and 

10. 

3.3 Static Analysis 

3.3.1 Method 

The unit cells except the tetrahedron belong to the category of complex trusses. 

Hence, the well-known methods of joints or sections cannot be used on any of the unit 

cells except the tetrahedron. Henneberg [1911] has devised a method to solve the 

forces in complex trusses [Timoshenko and Young, 1965]. In Henneberg’s method, a 

complex truss is converted into a tetrahedral framework by the removal and addition 

of a suitable number of links in the truss. The forces in the members of a tetrahedral 

frameworks are easily solvable for the given loading condition and for a set of 

fictitious loads of unknown magnitude acting along the direction of the removed 

members. The forces in the added links due to the loads are superimposed and set 

to zero. The forces in the members can be obtained by solving for the unknown load. 

The process of generating a tetrahedral framework from a complex truss has 

been quite arbitrary. In this dissertation, using the tetrahedrizing technique, a logical 

method is provided. The tetrahedrized framework is used as a starting point for 

performing static analysis. In order to obtain the minimum number of unknowns in 

the analysis, the unit cell is minimally tetrahedrized. Appropriate links are then 

removed (equal to the number of links added to tetrahedrize the structure) to obtain 

a tetrahedral framework. The forces in the links of a tetrahedral framework can be 
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easily solved using the method of joints for a given loading condition. Once the forces 

in the links have been obtained, the structure is analyzed for a load applied along the 

direction of the removed links. This load is of an unknown magnitude {X}, where {X} 

is a vector representing one or more loads. The forces in the links can be computed 

for this new set of loads in terms of {X}. By superimposing the later loading condition 

with the given loading condition, the axial forces in the fictitious tetrahedral truss are 

calculated. Since, in the real framework, the added links do not exist, the unknown 

loads are solved by setting the loads in the added links to be zero. The forces in the 

removed links are given by the unknown loads. This gives a closed-form solution 

technique for finding the forces in any isostatic framework. 

3.3.2 Results 

Consider the analysis of the octahedral framework loaded as shown in Fig. 11. 

The base triangle coordinates and the link dimensions are also known. The 

tetrahedron-based geometry determination scheme is used to obtain the coordinates 

of all the nodes. Since the solution space is one dimensional, an exhaustive search 

approach was followed. The C-language code for the geometry determination is shown 

in Appendix 2a. The coordinates of al] the nodes are determined (shown in Fig. 11). 

Following the approach described earlier, link 34 is added to tetrahedrize the 

structure. In this example, link 56 is removed to make the structure a statically 

determinate tetrahedral framework. The method of joints is used to solve for the links 

forces in this fictitious truss using the given loading condition. These values are listed 
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Figure 11 Geometry Determination of the 
Framework 
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in the table under the heading ‘Given Load’ in Fig. 12. Now, a load of unknown 

quantity ‘X’ is applied along the removed link 56. The forces in the members are 

again calculated for this load. These are listed in the table under the heading ‘Load 

X’. The sum of these two forces are given in the next column. By setting the force in 

link 34 to be zero, the unknown load X is solved. The last column in the table 

provides the value of forces in the links of the real truss. A simple C-language code 

for performing the method of joints is provided in Appendix 2b. 
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Figure 12 Static Analysis of the 60 Octahedral-4 Framework 
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4. Introduction to the Kinematic Analyses of the 
Double-Octahedral Manipulator 

4.1 Introduction 

Kinematic analyses is the first step in the process of designing and controlling 

a manipulator. A manipulator is a device capable of transforming the position and 

orientation of a moving coordinate frame relative to a reference coordinate frame. In 

the case of industrial robots, the moving frame describes the position and orientation 

of an end-effector. The task of a robotics engineer is to control the transformation of 

the end-effector relative to the reference frame. This transformation is effected by 

means of actuators connecting the moving frame to the reference frame. Various 

relationships between the moving coordinate frame and the actuators are established 

as the result of the analyses. 

4.2 Degrees of Freedom 

An object freely floating in three-dimensional space has six degrees of freedom, 

or six independent motions. These motions may be accounted for as translations in 

any three mutually perpendicular axes and rotations about any three mutually 

perpendicular axes. Since the object to be controlled is rigidly attached to the end- 

effector, controlling the motion of the object amounts to controlling the transformation 

of the moving frame. 
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4.2.1 Degrees of Freedom in Joint Space 

The number of degrees of freedom of a manipulator in joint space is equal to 

the number of actuators present in the manipulator. The actuators usually provide 

either pure rotation or translation, but, in some cases, they provide more complex 

motion. The degrees of freedom in joint space forms the set of output parameters for 

the inverse kinematic analysis. 

4.2.2 Degrees of Freedom in Object Space 

The number of degrees of freedom of a manipulator in object space is the 

number of independent motions that can be specified for the moving frame. This 

forms part of the set of input parameters to the inverse kinematic analysis. The 

number of degrees of freedom in object space can only be a maximum of six. The set 

of input parameters, however, may include the position and orientation of 

intermediate links of the manipulator. This arises in the case of redundant 

manipulators. In these manipulators, the number of degrees of freedom in joint space 

are greater than the number of degrees of freedom in object space. These extra 

degrees of freedom may be used in applications involving obstacle avoidance in an 

unstructured environment. 

4.3 The Octahedral Manipulator 

4.3.1 Structural Design 

When some links of an isostatic framework are replaced by variable length 

members (actuators), then if the framework has proper joints, it can function as a 
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manipulator. If the isostatic framework is an octahedral framework, then the 

manipulator is called the octahedral manipulator. A single octahedral manipulator 

is shown in Fig. 13a. Actuating the six legs of the octahedral framework, leaving the 

top and bottom triangles fixed, leads to the so-called 3-3 Stewart platform [Griffis and 

Duffy, 1989]. When two octahedral frameworks are stacked together, the resulting 

configuration is called a double-octahedral framework. This configuration, shown in 

Fig. 13b, consists of three triangular planes joined together by twelve links, such that 

there are six links between each plane. These three transverse triangular planes are 

referred to as the fixed plane, the mid-plane, and the moving plane. The members 

that form these triangular planes are called battens. The six members on either side 

of the mid-plane that connect the three planes together are called the longerons. 

4.3.2 Actuation Scheme 

In the double-octahedral framework, fifteen links (12 longerons and 3 mid- 

plane battens) have the potential to be made variable. When the mid-plane battens 

are made variable, called mid-plane actuation, the framework exhibits certain special 

properties. One such property is collapsibility. Another property is that the mid- 

plane acts as a plane of symmetry through out the entire range of actuation, provided 

the two unit cells are constructed as mirror images at the beginning. The usefulness 

of this property will be explained later. This double-octahedral manipulator has three 

degrees of freedom and is studied in the following chapters. 
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4.3.3 Joint Design 

In a perfect framework, the joints must be designed with three rotational 

degrees of freedom between each connected link to provide the necessary relative 

motion. This eliminates the transmission of bending moments, shear forces and 

torques to the members of the framework. This also allows any member of the 

framework to be made variable. Only three links are, however, actuated in the case 

of the double-octahedral manipulator. This permits the possibility of reducing the 

number of degrees of freedom provided by some of the joints without affecting the 

required gross mobility. Note, however, that the framework will no longer be ideal 

and that small bending, torsion and shear loads may be induced in the links. 

An important objective in the joint design for truss-based manipulators is to 

substitute revolute joints in the place of spheric joints whenever possible. Such a 

design will provide improved long-term reliability and low manufacturing costs. 

Rhodes and Mikulas [1985] developed the first double-octahedral manipulator at the 

NASA Langley research center to test space-structure deployment concepts. They 

found that the joints in the fixed plane and the moving plane can be simple revolute 

joints. The longerons need to only rotate about the non-actuated batten. The design 

of joints to connect the longerons and the actuated batten in the mid-plane, however, 

is not as simple. Six links must meet at each node in the mid-plane. 

Rhodes and Mikulas’ approach introduced an extra link in the joint as shown 

in Fig. 14a. This “joint link” contains two slotted spheric joints at either end and two 
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revolute joints in the center. It serves only to provide a connection point for joining 

links. Two longerons in the same octahedron come together at each spheric joint, 

leaving an offset between the two. Within this offset region, the two actuated battens 

are connected by revolute joints to the joint link. If the offset is small, its effect may 

be ignored in the static analysis, however, it must be considered in the kinematic 

analyses. 

The double-octahedral manipulator built at VPI&SU [Tidwell, 1989] has only 

revolute joints. This joint concept is shown in Fig. 14b. This joint design also results 

in a joint offset. Kinematically, the design is similar to the NASA design except the 

spheric joints were replaced by Hooke’s coupling universal joints. However, further 

mechanical design is necessary to add rigidity to this joint. 

4.4 Manipulator Specifications 

4.4.1 Input and Output Parameter Specifications 

The three DOF double-octahedral manipulator with mid-plane actuation, shown 

in Fig. 15, forms an independent actuating unit. The lengths of the three actuated 

battens in the device are the output parameters of the inverse kinematic analysis. 

There are two important ways to specify the input parameters to the inverse problem 

for this device. When the position of a point rigidly attached to the moving plane (3 

DOF) is specified, the inverse problem is called the positioning problem. The double- 

octahedral manipulator can also perform the task of a gimbal. This is achieved by 

specifying the orientation of a normal to the moving plane (2 DOF). A distance 
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corresponding to the height of the framework (1DOF) is also specified using criteria 

that are explained later . This specification leads to the gimbal problem. 

When two double-octahedral manipulators are stacked together, such that they 

share a common triangle, a six-degree-of-freedom quadruple-octahedral manipulator 

is formed. The lengths of the six actuated battens are the output parameters to the 

inverse kinematic analysis. This configuration is shown in Fig. 16. Although there 

are six degrees of freedom in the joint space (six actuators), there are only five degrees 

of freedom (position and orientation of the moving plane) in the object space due to 

the symmetric construction’. One of the motions of the moving frame (a rotation 

about the normal to the moving plane) cannot be specified independently. The extra 

degree of freedom leads to multiplicity of solutions. The potential use of this device 

in docking type applications where, two ships or spacecrafts can be brought together 

in a controlled fashion has led to the inverse problem being called the docking 

problem. 

This dissertation describes the forward kinematic analysis, inverse kinematic 

analysis, velocity and acceleration analysis, singularity analysis and workspace 

analysis for the positioning and gimbal specifications to the double-octahedral 

manipulator. Solutions to the forward and inverse kinematics for the docking 

specification to the quadruple-octahedral manipulator are also presented. 

  

* The quadruple-octahedral manipulator is a redundant manipulator because the 
number of degrees of freedom in joint space are greater than the number of degrees 
of freedom in object space. 
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4.4.2 Size Specification 

The dimensions of the double-octahedral manipulator analyzed here correspond 

to that of Rhodes and Mikulas’ adaptive truss [1987]. This manipulator is designed 

to have a batten length of 48 units and a longeron length of 34.5 units. Therefore, the 

octahedral unit cell can have a maximum height of 24.78 units. The three lead screw 

type actuators are designed to have approximately 8 units of travel between 39 and 

47 units. The joints carry an offset of approximately 1.5 units, measured from the 

spheric joint in the bottom octahedron to the spheric joint in the top octahedron. The 

plane defined by the spheric joints is called the offset plane and is placed at a distance 

of 0.75 units from the mid-plane due to the 1.5 units joint offset. 
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5 Forward Kinematic Analysis 

5.1 Objective 

The objective of the forward kinematic analysis is usually to determine the 

position and orientation of one or more links in the manipulator corresponding to a 

given set of link dimensions. Therefore, in a broad sense, the output from the forward 

kinematic analysis is similar to the output from the geometry determination problem. 

In this dissertation, however, the required output from the forward kinematic analysis 

is limited to the determination of the moving frame parameters. The lengths of the 

actuators (actuated batten) form the input parameters to this analysis’. For 

convenience, the reference coordinate frame is attached to the fixed plane at the 

centroid of the bottom triangle such that one of its axis coincides with the normal to 

the fixed plane. In a similar manner, the moving coordinate frame is attached to the 

moving plane. 

5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Solution to the Octahedral Unit Cell 

A special method to solve the forward kinematic problem of the double- 

octahedral manipulator using kinematic equivalents is presented by Reinholtz and 

  

1 In the case of the inverse kinematic analysis, the input parameters are the 
moving frame parameters and the output parameters are the actuator lengths. In this 
way the input and output parameters merely get interchanged between the forward 
and inverse kinematic analyses. 
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Gokhale [1987]. This model, shown in Fig. 17, was developed using the knowledge 

that the offset-plane nodes (spheric joints) follow a circular path. The fixed battens 

and longerons are replaced by kinematically equivalent Revolute-Spheric (RS) pairs. 

Therefore, each RS pair represents a longeron triangle. A coupled RSSR linkage is 

formed that has distinct solutions*. Based on the coupled RSSR linkage model, Eq. 

5.1 is written defining the position of the offset plane nodes. 

Fori=1,2and3 

B, = (Ra, 0] {Fs} + 0; (5.1) 

Where 

B, - Offset Plane Node Coordinates 

[Re,,0,] ~ Rota tion Matrix 

6, - Rotation angle of the RS Pair 

0, - Revolute Joint Axis 

R, - Initial Reference Vector 

6, - Origin of the Revolute Joint 

Based on the knowledge of the location and orientation of the bottom triangle relative 

to the reference coordinate frame, it is possible to compute the vectors U,, R,, and 9,. 

The coordinates of the offset-plane nodes are solely functions of the angle 9,, since all 

the other quantities are fixed by the bottom triangle. The condition that offset-plane 

  

? A generalized method that is applicable to most frameworks was presented in the 
‘determination of geometry’ section of the structural analysis. Using the 
tetrahedrizing method, all the possible closures can be obtained and any kind of 
actuation scheme can be easily handled. The kinematic equivalent model, however, 
proves to be a better scheme for this specific manipulator, because the model allows 
easy visualization of the various solutions. 
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Figure 17 Coupled RSSR Kinematic Equivalent Model 
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nodes are separated by a known scalar distance, given by the actuator lengths, yields 

three scalar equation (Eqs. 5.2). 

|B - |= 1, 
| 3, - “4 = 1, (5.2) 

4, - &| = 4, 
An iterative scheme such as a Newton-Raphson method is used to obtain solutions to 

this non-linear system of three equations and three unknowns’. These three scalar 

equations yield a total of sixteen solutions, of which eight are mirror images. The 

choice of initial guesses is very important for obtaining solutions in the same closure, 

since Newton-Raphson’s method can potentially lead to any one of the sixteen 

solutions (excluding special cases). The solution in the form of the coordinates of the 

offset-plane nodes defines the first octahedral unit cell completely. 

5.2.2 Solution to the Double-Octahedral Manipulator 

The preceding analysis can be carried out starting at the second offset plane 

(obtained by translating the first offset plane by the offset distance along its normal) 

to define the second octahedral unit cell. Another approach, valid for this particular 

geometry, exploits the symmetric nature of the truss to obtain an easier solution to 

the forward problem. Since the mid-plane, midway between the two offset planes, is 

the plane of symmetry, a transformation between the moving coordinate frame and 

the fixed coordinate frame can be written using this condition. The transformation 

  

° Using a similar approach and after further manipulation Griffis and Duffy 
[1989], Nanua and Waldron [1989], Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli [1990] have 
obtained a single sixteenth degree equation to solve the geometry of the octahedron. 
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matrix can then be used to express the coordinates of a point attached to the moving 

frame with respect to the fixed frame of reference. 

The transformation is obtained as follows. Fig. 18 shows a schematic of the 

double-octahedral manipulator. For clarity, only the transverse planes are shown. 

On solving the first octahedron, the normal to the offset plane is calculated from the 

knowledge of the location of the nodes. Equation 5.3 defines the normal by utilizing 

the vector cross product. 

  p, = a ¥i) X UB, 7) (5.3) 
|(B, - B,) X (B, - B1)| 

The distance along the normal to the offset plane from the centroid of the 

bottom triangle to the offset plane is given by Eq. 5.4. 

5 = 6,0, (5.4) 

The distance to the mid-plane is obtained by adding half the joint offset, since the 

mid-plane is mid-way between the two offset planes and parallel to both. 

a 
2 (5.5) vi

b + £ 
2 

where s - Joint Offset 

The distance along the normal to the fixed plane from the centroid of the bottom 

triangle to the mid-plane is calculated in Eq. 5.6. 
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Figure 18 Schematic of the Double-Octahedral Manipulator 
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d 
I= —_—za aa 5.6 

2 (0,°0,) (5-8) 

Using the notation presented in Fig. 18, the following loop-closure equation can 

be written that provides the origin of the moving coordinate frame. 

P= 7r(G, + 6) = dU, (5.7) 

Eq. 5.7 is rearranged to solve for the normal to the moving plane in Eq. 5.8. 

(5.8) 

Where a . 
U, - Unit Normal to the Fixed Plane 

U, - Unit Normal to the Mid-plane 
j, - Unit Nomal to the Bottom Plane 

Using the knowledge that the moving plane can be obtained as the reflection 

of the fixed plane with the mid-plane acting as the mirror, the transformation from 

the moving plane to the fixed plane can be written as follows. 

  

  

2 u -U,,U 2x 2xUzy Un, X 
1 + Usz 1 + Us, 

2 
(Er) =| —Uextay Uay uy (5.9) 

2Y 
1 + Usz 1 + Usz 

~Uzx ~Uzy Uzz Z 

0 0 0 1 

Where 

  
{U2 Uzy U,z}7 - Unit Normal to the Moving Plane 

{X Y 27 - B, Origin of the Moving Frame 
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This transformation can be thought of as a sequence of three rotations or as 

an equivalent axis rotation [Suh and Radcliffe, 1983]. The same transformation 

matrix is provided in a slightly different form by Miura et al. [1987]. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Positioning Specification 

The output parameters to the forward kinematic analysis of the positioning 

problem are the coordinates of a point rigidly attached to the moving frame expressed 

in the fixed coordinate frame. The vector V, shown in Fig. 19, is the end-effector 

location relative to the moving coordinate frame. Using the transformation matrix in 

Eq. 5.9, the same point is expressed in the fixed coordinate frame in Eq. 5.10. 

B= Er) (5.10) 

A program written using the C-language compiler, Turbo C, that solves the 

forward problem with the positioning specification using a Quasi-Newton method is 

shown in Appendices 3a and 3d. The program uses closed-form partial derivatives for 

iteratively finding the roots. The end-effector was assumed to be rigidly attached to 

the moving frame such that it is perpendicular to the moving plane and 10 units long. 

Using the sizes mentioned in section 4.4.2, a sample run of the program with actuator 

lengths /, = 42.0 units, /, = 45.0 units, and /, = 39.0 units, yielded the end-effector 

location X = -5.0513 units, Y = -0.0180 units, and Z = 56.0611 units. These results 

were verified by substituting them back as inputs to the inverse problem.



  

    
  
  

CS       

Figure 19 Forward Kinematic Analysis (Positioning Problem) 
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5.3.2 Gimbal Specification 

The orientation of the normal to the top plane, forming part of the set of input 

parameters, is expressed by a fixed axis Y-Z rotation with respect to the bottom frame, 

assuming that the Z axes are defined to be normal to the fixed and moving planes. 

The Y-Z rotations are defined as follows: first, a rotation about the fixed Y axis by an 

amount f, followed by a rotation about the fixed Z axis by an amount 6. Eq. 5.11 and 

5.12 give the angles 6 and 6 in terms of the unit vectors along the moving X, Y, and 

Z axes expressed in the fixed reference frame. Fig. 20 is a schematic of the fixed, 

moving, and actuated triangles of the truss-based gimbal. 

B = can Vie * Os - za (5.11) 
U2 

6 = van | (5.12) 
Ux 

The gimbal can be designed such that fictitious spheric joint is located on the 

bottom plane or on the mid-plane. In other words, rotations of the moving plane can 

be made to occur at either of these locations. Based on this location of the fixed 

frame, either d or r will be an input parameter to the inverse problem along with B 

and 8. Although these distances can be made variable while the gimbal is in 

operation, they can also be held constant for a particular task, as is the case in a true 

two-DOF gimbal. 

A program written using the C-language compiler, Turbo C, used to solve the 
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Figure 20 Position Analysis (Gimbal Problem) 
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forward kinematic analysis for the gimbal specification is given in Appendices 3b and 

3d. For a sample run with actuator lengths J, = 42.0 units, /, = 45.0 units, and /, = 

' 39.0 units, the gimbal parameters B = 8.7452 degrees, 6 = -179.7960 degrees, and d 

= 46.3121 units were obtained. These results were again verified in a similar manner 

described earlier. 

§.3.3 Docking Specification 

Solving for the transformation matrix twice in succession for the two double- 

octahedral manipulators that are stacked together and taking the product of the two 

matrices yields the relationship between the moving and the fixed coordinate frame 

of the quadruple-octahedral manipulator. The C-language program used to solve the 

forward kinematic analysis for this case is given in Appendices 3c and 3d. The 

transformation matrix obtained with the actuator lengths /, = 46.784 units, l, = 

41.3302 units, /, = 43.9983 units, 1, = 40.3098 units, /, = 45.8085 units, and J, = 

45.9199 units is given below. 

0.9971 0.0083 0.0755 5.0003 

-0.0050 0.9990 -0.0436 5.0002 

-0.0758 0.0431 0.9962 90.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 

[wr] = 

These results were also verified by substituting back as inputs to the inverse problem. 
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6 Inverse Kinematic Analysis 

6.1 Objective 

The objective of the inverse analysis is to determine the set of output 

parameters (actuator lengths) that satisfy a given set of input parameters. All the 

other fixed quantities in the manipulator, such as the fixed batten and longeron 

length and the reference coordinate frame location, are assumed to be known. 

6.2 Method 

The method for solving the inverse problem also takes advantage of the 

symmetric nature of the double-octahedral manipulator under investigation. Closed- 

form solutions are obtained for the positioning, gimbal and docking inverse problems 

by exploiting this property. The solution procedure begins by first converting the 

input specifications to all three problems into a common form. It is assumed that 

from all three input specifications, the origin of the moving coordinate frame of the 

double-octahedral manipulator can be computed’. Once the origin of the moving 

frame is known, the equations of all the transverse planes can be easily written using 

symmetry. Since the mid-plane is the plane of symmetry, a line joining the origin of 

the reference frame to the origin of the moving frame is always perpendicular to the 

mid-plane. Also the mid-point of such a line is on the mid-plane. The last two 

  

‘ The "results" sections show methods of computing the origin of the moving 
coordinate frame for the different problems. 
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Using the above statements completely define the parameters of the mid-plane. 

results, the equation of the mid-plane can be written directly fori = 1, 2, and 3 

(6.1) (8, - 2} =o 

Where P is the origin of the moving coordinate frame given by {X, Y, Z}, and b, is the 

vector location of the mid-plane nodes. The unit normal to the mid-plane is shown in 

Eq. 6.2. 

(6.2) so
s 

oH
 

The spheric joints are, however, located on the offset plane. Therefore, the 

equation to the offset plane is needed. Since the offset plane is parallel to the mid- 

plane and translated by half the joint offset, the equation of the offset plane can be 

written as shown in Eq. 6.3. 

= _P, soln. (6.3) (a, st }-0 0 

Equation 6.3 is expanded to yield Eq. 6.4. 

= 2 = 

BX + B,,Y + Bz - JEL + SIP =0 (6.4) 

The location of the spheric joints can be found by imposing the condition that 

the spheric joints lie on the offset plane. The solution is obtained by substituting the 

spheric joint location given in Eq. 5.1 in the equation of the offset plane given in Eq 
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6.4. Equation 5.1 is expanded and separated into components of 6; to yield Eq. 6.5. 

For i= 1,2 and3 

Where 

B,, = k,,COS(8,) + k,,;SIN(0,) + k, 
B,, = k,,COS(8,) + k,,SIN(®,) + ke, (6.5) 

B.; = k,,COS(6;) + k, ,;SIN(6;) + Ky; 

Kei = 

Kgs 

= — UgiRyey - Ugs0ysRys - UeiU,iRes 

= a - UyiRys ~ 0,0... ~ U,,U,;Rz3 

= Rey - UnyRey - UyyUpiRyy - UzyUyiR,; 

= Uys, — UgiRys 

= UR ~ UR; 

= UyiRy: ~ Oy: Rys 

= UziRyy + UgyUysRyy + UgyU yi Rei + Oxy 

UyiRys + UyUyiRys + UyyU gi Rei + Oy; 

= UziRyy + OgyU gs Ryy + UgyUysRys + 

Substituting the coordinates of the nodes defined in Eq. 6.5 in the equation of 

the plane, defined in Eq. 6.4, an equation for 6, can be written and solved. 

a,,cos8, + a,,sin6, + a,, = 0 

where 

@,, = KX + kj, Y + ky Z (6.6) 

@g, = KyyX + KeyY + ke 3Z 
2 

3, = KjyX + Kg¥ + ky yZ - = + Se 

The rotation angle of the RS link, 0,, can now be obtained by using Cosine and Sine 

substitutions. This result is provided in Eq. 6.7. 
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2 2 2 

Cosé. = ~@y 444,24, fi + 421 ~ 431 i* 

  

2 2 
4,3 + doy 

(6.7) 
_ 2 5 42. al 

Sind. = 42 443;F4, 411 + G24 ~ 431 
i 2 2 

4,3 + ai 

A solution will exist only when all three discriminants are greater than zero. This can 

be expressed by the following inequality. 

aii + az; - a3, 2 0. (6.8) 

If the inequality is satisfied, then there can be a total of eight solutions*. For a 

particular closure, a unique combination of the sines and cosines exist. 

The actuator lengths can be calculated from the knowledge of the location of 

the mid-plane nodes (spheric joint locations) in the following manner. 

1, = |B, ~ B, | 

1, = |B, ~ B,| (6.9) 

1, = |B, = B, | 

The actuator lengths form the set of output parameters and hence complete the 

solution to the inverse problem. 

  

2 When one or more of the discriminants are exactly zero, there are fewer solutions 

than eight. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Positioning Problem 

In the case of the positioning problem, the input parameter consists of the 

location of a point (the end effector location) rigidly attached to the moving plane. The 

origin of the moving coordinate frame is obtained by considering the reflection of this 

point about the mid-plane. Since the mid-plane is the plane of symmetry, the vector 

V,, shown in Fig. 21, is stationary relative to the fixed frame of reference. Therefore, 

the vector V, can be calculated one time and used subsequently. This calculation is 

the easiest when the planes are parallel. Except for the Z coordinate, which takes a 

negative sign, the other coordinates of the vector remain identical. The origin of the 

moving coordinate frame is given in Eq. 6.10. 

  

ze (Po + Vz) 0 (Py - V,) (B,- 7.) (6.10) 
(P, - V,)e(P, - V, 

Where _ 
P - Vector Location of the Origin of the Moving Frame 

P, - Vector Location of the End-effector 

V, - Reflection of V about the Mid-plane 

The Turbo C code that solves the positioning problem is shown in Appendices 

4a and 4d. The end-effector was assumed to be rigidly attached to the moving frame 

such that it is perpendicular to the moving plane and 10 units long. Using the sizes 

mentioned in section 4.4.2, a sample run of the program with end-effector location X 

= -5.0513 units, Y = -0.0180 units, and Z = 56.0611 units yielded the actuator lengths 

l, = 42.0 units, /, = 45.0 units, and /, = 39.0 units. These results can be seen to match 

with the results provided in section 5.3.1 of the forward kinematic analysis. 
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Figure 21 Inverse Kinematic Analysis (Positioning Problem) 
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6.3.2 Gimbal Problem 

In the case of the gimbal problem, the input parameters includes the 

orientation of the moving coordinate frame and the distance d or r (Fig. 20). Since the 

orientation of the gimbal is the same as the normal to the moving plane, using the 

rotation convention described in section 5.3.2, the normal to the moving plane can be 

calculated, as in Eq. 6.11. 

Cos® Sinf 

0, = (sin® Sinf (6.11) 

CosB 

If the dimension d is specified, then the point of rotation of the gimbal is taken to be 

located on the fixed frame. For this case, the origin of the moving coordinate frame 

is given in Kq. 6.12. 

dt 

Specifying the dimension r results in the point of rotation of the gimbal being on the 

B= (0, + G,) (6.12) 

mid-plane. 

p= r(G, + 0) (6.13) 

At this stage, the method presented in section 6.2 is followed to obtain the actuator 

lengths. 

The Turbo C code used to solve the gimbal problem is given in Appendices 4b 

and 4d. For a sample run with the gimbal parameters B = 8.7452 degrees, 0 = - 

179.7960 degrees, and d = 46.3121 units, the actuator lengths /, = 42.0 units, /, = 45.0 
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units, and /, = 39.0 units were obtained. These results match with the results in 

section 5.3.2 of the forward kinematic analysis. 

6.3.3 Docking Problem 

Figure 22 shows a schematic diagram of the quadruple-octahedral manipulator. 

The solution to the docking problem is obtained by breaking it down into solutions of 

two double-octahedral manipulators. The set of input parameters specified in this 

problem are the position vector P and orientation vector U,. The origin of the moving 

frame for the two double-octahedral parts are obtained as follows. The following loop 

closure equation can be written using the notation in Fig. 22. 

nan 

r,0, + r,0, + r,0, + 1,0, = P, (6.14) 

Eq. 6.15 defines U, as a unit vector. 

G,°0, = 1 (6.15) 

Using the notation that the ratio r,/r, is equal toc, Eq. 6.16 is a quadratic equation 

in the unknown r,. 

k, 17 + k, ©, + Kk, ©, = 0 (6.16) 

where the k's are given as 

k, = 2c(G,°G, - 1) 

k, = -2(c, + G,) PB 

k, = BeP 

The unit normal U, can be calculated as shown in Eq. 6.17 
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Figure 22 Inverse Kinematic Analysis (Docking Problem) 
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u,= —P_ - So * Me (6.17) 
rn(c + 1) c+1 

This enables the problem to be broken into the gimbal problem of the double- 

octahedral manipulator. The first double-octahedral manipulator is solved by using 

the gimbal specification r, and U,. To solve the second part, the rotational part of the 

transformation matrix, shown in Eq. 5.9, is constructed using the orientation vector 

U,. The unit vector U, is transformed by multiplying with the transpose of this 

transformation matrix. By using the transformed unit vector U, and r,, the second 

double-octahedral manipulator is solved. 

The Turbo C code used to solve the docking problem is shown in Appendices 

4c and 4d. A sample run with the input specification X = 5.0 units, Y = 5.0 units, Z 

= 90.0 units, B = 5 degrees, 9 = -30 degrees and c = 1.0 is satisfied by the actuator 

lengths /, = 46.784 units, J, = 41.3302 units, 1, = 43.9983 units, J, = 40.3098 units, 

l, = 45.8085 units, and J, = 45.9199 units. These results can be seen to agree with 

the results shown in section 5.3.3 on the forward kinematic analysis of the quadruple- 

octahedral manipulator with docking specification. 
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q Velocity and Acceleration Analysis 

7.1 Objective 

The objective of the velocity and acceleration analysis is to relate the velocities 

and accelerations of the moving coordinate frame to the velocities and accelerations 

of the actuators. This relationship, expressed in terms of matrices, takes the form of 

the Jacobian and Hessian matrix. It is also sometimes necessary to find the velocities 

of all link members in the manipulator. The Jacobian matrix also provides the 

relationship between the input and output forces. 

7.2 Method 

7.2.1 Velocity Analysis 

The closed-form inverse solutions to the positioning problem and the gimbal 

problem provide a relationship between the position and orientation of the moving 

coordinate frame and the actuator lengths. This is called the position relationship. 

This relationship is highly non-linear in terms of the position parameters. The 

relationship between the velocities of the moving frame and the actuators are, 

however, always linear. The relationship between the velocities can be obtained by 

taking time derivatives of the position relationship. Since, the velocity relationship 

is always linear, it can be expressed in a matrix form. This matrix is called the 

Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix for the double-octahedral manipulator can be 

obtained by starting at Eq. 6.9 and moving through the inverse solution taking 
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derivatives with respect to time at each step. Eq. 6.9 is expressed in a slightly 

different form in Eq. 7.1. 

2 ad — 

ly = Ba3° Ba; 
2 _ —_ —_ 

13 = 13° 13 (7 ° 1) 

Ij = B,,° B,, 

using the convention that 

~~ — 

By, = B, - B, 
1J i 

21,1, = 2B,,° Bo; 

21,1, = 2B,,° B,, (7.2) 

21,1, = 2B, ,° B,, 

In general, taking the partial derivative of B, with respect to any three input 

parameters A, B, and I and using the chain rule to find time derivatives gives 

B= OBi; dA , 9B; dB , 98,5 aT (7.3) 
ij ~ “QA dt oB dt ar dt 

    

The above result can be expressed in the matrix form shown in Eq. 7.4. 

      

      

        

Tr ~ _ > 

B _OB,, B _OB,, B _OB,, 
23 “3A 23 “OB 23 op 

1, 0 o| i, 

0 1, 0| <7.5 -|# B,, = _OB;, Sy _OB;, =0 (7.4) 

0 0 y 1 Bsa P31 Gp OP. Sp : 
3s) | OBL, = 88,, = 2B, 

B,2° OA B,2° aB B,2° © |   
Referring to Eq. 6.5, the partial derivative of B,, with respect to A is found to be 
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asind, dcos8, , aSin®, 
      

      

  

    

kis Fy. ae Kaz aA Kk oA Ky; oA 

oA i 0A st aA 23 A 57 OA 

dcos®8 osind dCcos® dSiné 
kai oA = Kez oA 2 - k,3— - Key OA J 

Similarly equations can be developed for the partial derivatives of B,, with respect to 

B andT. The partial derivatives of Cos 6, and Sin 0; in terms of the truss parameters 

from Eq. 6.7, are given below. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

dcos8, _ 1 _ Oa, _ 0a, ; + ali * ah ~ ania! 
aA az, + az, | 411A aia * 411 + 423 - 431 

0a, ; da,,; ut) 
a, a,, = + 421A - 31, 

+ of AL) (7.6) 
Vii + 427 - 433 

2(- “Ay; Az, + A,yf4iz + 423 - asy) (2,4 288 aid + ayy oes aA | 

(ays + aii)? 

Osin®, _ 1 da, ; 0a, ; + fal + al; ~ aya 

a aR ak A” aR * V8 Bee ~ On 
a (. Ga,, daz, a a), 

11 117A 421A 313A 
+ (7.7) 

vais + 427 ~ 434 

da da,; 
2(-a, 5 43, + 8, 47414 + @2y - ax) [a.. aA + @24 221) 

(ayy + azy)? 

Where 

0a, ; ax ay az 
aa” Kuga * Aerag * rag 
da ax oY az 
aa Keraq * Keag * Mer aq me 
0a, X— + Yor + 2 3 3 
Ta: = Kraay + Kergq * Koray - (Xan + Vout 2 aR 
  

OZ ox oY sa] 
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This completes the preliminary step in the determination of the Jacobian matrix. The 

determination of the Jacobian matrices for positioning problem and the gimbal 

problem are shown below. 

Positioning Problem 

Eq. 6.10 of the inverse positioning problem is rewritten here, for convenience. 

  

zB (Pe + V,) 0 (Pe ~ Ve) (B,-7.) (7.9) 
( ee Vi) e(P, ~ V,) 

where P is the origin of the moving coordinate frame given by {X, Y, Z} and P, is the 

end-effector location given by {X, Y, Z,}. Taking A =X,, B = Y, andT = Z,, and taking 

the derivative of P, the following equation can be written. 

    

    
  

~~ F\e(oB 7 OP, T , abe | = = 
ab _ [(P, + V,)°(B, Ve) ag + 2|\Be ax, (P, - V,) 

0X, (P, - V,)°(B, - V,) (7.10) 

r 2 [(B, + H)+(B,-%)] (2, - #) ae Pe - %) 
  

where 

ox 
ox 

ap oY 

  

  

  

OZ 
0Z 
  

and 
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1 
OP. _ | (7.11) 

0 

Similar results can be developed for Y, and Z,. Substituting the results in Eq. 7.10 

back in Eq. 7.8 completes the derivation of the Jacobian matrix for the positioning 

problem. The Turbo C code written for the determination of the Jacobian matrix is 

shown in Appendix 5a. Using this program, for the input specification to the 

positioning problem shown in section 6.3.1, the following Jacobian matrix was 

obtained. 

42.0 0.0 0.0] a 13.6968 28.9303 -78.0324 
0.0 45.0 0.0] {/,} - |-13.7591 -15.1333 -73.3195| {¥) = 0 
0.0 0.0 39.0) |7, 37.4476 -13.4153 -78.9947] |¢ 

The values of this jacobian matrix were verified with a finite difference approximation 

scheme for finding the Jacobian matrices. 

Gimbal Problem 

The velocity analysis of the double-octahedral manipulator for the gimbal 

specification of dimension r is presented here. Eq. 6.13 in the inverse solution is 

expanded and written in the following form. 

X = r(Ux, + Cos® SinB) 

Y = r(Uy, + Sin® Sinp) (7.12) 

Z = r(Uz_ + Cosp) 

Using A = 6, B= 8B, andI'=r, and taking partial derivatives of {X, Y, Z)}, the following 

equations can be written. 
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x =-r Sin® Sinf 

ee =r Cos® SinB (7.13) 

gf =0 

3 =r CosB Cos6 

o =r CosB Sin® (7.14) 

=-r Sinf 

and 

= = Uy, + Cos0 Sinf 

SY ~ Uy, + Sin® Sinp (7.15) 

z = U,, + Cosh 

Substituting these results in Eq . 7.8 completes the determination of the Jacobian 

matrix for the gimbal problem. The Turbo C code written for this process is shown 

in Appendix 5b. For the solution to the gimbal problem shown in section 6.3.2, the 

following Jacobian matrix was obtained by running this program. 

This solution was also verified by checking the values with a finite difference 

approximation to the Jacobian matrix. 

42.0 0.0 0.0] [4 
0.0 45.0 0.0| <1.) - 
0.0 0.0 39.0} If 

-145.8885 -58.9726 -157.2533 

76.1952 823.9361 -143.6847) {B?7 = 0 

68.4388 -829.0701 -162.7548] [7 
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7.2.2 Acceleration Analysis 

Acceleration analysis easily follows from the velocity analysis. The partial 

derivative of the offset plane node constraint equations, given in Eq. 7.2 is rewritten 

in a general form as follows: 

1, 1, = Byj° Bi; 

Differentiating with respect to time, Eq. 7.17 can be written. 

j?« + 1, I, = Bi5° Bi, + By,°Byy 

Again, by using the chain rule 

  

: dis 
By = (Bx) 

_ _d/ 9B; dA , 68,, dB : 0B, st) 
dt\ 0A dt OB dt @ dt 

- 4 (Su) qa , 4 (By) aB , a My) ar 
dt\ oA / dt dt\ oB }/ dt dt\ oO) dt 

051, dA , 981, d?B , 98,y d’T 
OA dt? OB dt? FI dt? 

  

Expressed in matrix form, Eq. 7.18 becomes 

88 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18)



_° =“ 

  

  

  

  

(eB, OB, 0B,;] 
dA2 OBoA ddA 

. PB, 75, FB 
By ABN | aoe a ara 

CB, PB, &8,, 
OAS “OBO "ay? |   

oA «CB 

  
+ | Be By, el 

or 

(7.19) 

When Eq. 7.19 is written in its expanded form (i.e for all three i and j combinations), 

the matrix of partial derivatives becomes a three dimensional Hessian matrix. The 

Jacobian matrix is also part of this acceleration equation (the two dimensional form 

of the vector of partial derivatives in Eq. 7.19). The derivation of the Hessian matrix 

can be completed in a manner similar to the Jacobian matrix, but, it is not extended 

beyond Eq. 7.19 here. Upon substituting the appropriate Jacobian and Hessian 

matrix, the accelerations can be obtained’. 

  

’ A clever method to obtain the relationship between the nodal velocities and 
accelerations and the link (including the actuators) velocities and accelerations, 
without relying on the inverse solution, is presented by Tidwell et al. [1990]. 
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8 Singularity Analysis 

8.1 Objective 

Positions of a manipulator where the Jacobian matrix becomes singular are 

called singular positions. Since singularities lead to a loss or a gain of one or more 

degrees of freedom in a manipulator, the determination of these positions is 

important. Therefore, the objective of the singularity analysis is to identify the 

singular positions of a manipulator. 

8.2 Literature Review 

Singularity analysis has been performed earlier on several parallel 

manipulators. Hunt (1983) used screw theory to perform such an analysis and pointed 

out one singular configuration for the Stewart Platform. Fichter (1986) studied a 

prototype Stewart Platform for singular configurations. Behi (1988) used screw theory 

to identify two singular positions for his Stewart Platform based parallel mechanism. 

Merlet (1989) used Grassmann line geometry to investigate singularities in the INRIA 

prototype manipulator, which is a variant of the Stewart Platform. Cleary and Arai 

(1991) performed singularity analysis on a prototype parallel] link manipulator having 

a slightly different configuration than the Stewart Platform. 
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8.3 Method 

8.3.1 Jacobian Matrix Based Singularity Determination 

Singularity analysis of closed-loop kinematic chains based on the properties of 

the J acobian matrices of the chain is described by Gosselin and Angeles (1990). They 

differentiate the relationship between the input and output coordinates with respect 

to time to obtain the relationship between the input and output velocities. In general, 

this can be written as follows: 

[B]l + [A]x = 0 (8.1) 

They have identified three kinds of singularities when either matrix [A] or 

matrix [B] or both become singular. The first kind of singularity occurs at workspace 

boundaries when matrix [B] becomes singular resulting in the loss of one or more 

DOFs. The second kind of singularity occurs when matrix [A] becomes singular. 

When matrix [A] and matrix [B] simultaneously become singular the third kind of 

singularity occurs. When the last two kinds of singularities occur, it is likely that the 

output links gain one or more degree-of-freedom. Under this condition, the 

manipulator cannot resist forces or moments. These types of singular configurations 

are highly undesirable and hence need to be determined so they can be avoided. 

In the case of the double-octahedral manipulator, the Jacobian matrices [A] and 

[B] are presented in Eq. 7.4. On inspecting Eq. 7.4, it is clear that a singularity arises 

in matrix [B] when any of the actuator lengths go to zero. When this condition occurs, 

two of the mid-plane nodes coincide, making one of the rows of the A matrix all zero. 

Therefore, A matrix becomes singular as well. Using Gosselin and Angeles’ result, 
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this singularity is characterized as the third kind of singularity. This leads to the 

gain of mobility in the manipulator. 

Another singularity occurs when the mid-plane nodes become collinear. Eq. 8.2 

gives the condition for collinearity of the mid-plane nodes. 

B, = AB, + (1-4) B, (8.2) 

Using the above condition, Eq. 7.4 can be rewritten as 

478," ae 47," =? 178, 2 

1, 0 0 1 . : . : 

0 1, 0 d, - 5,, 8 5, Sn 5,, 8 yy = 0 (8.3) 

Oo oO 4;) if, = = 

g 28. gg 2B. g OB 
12 ox 12 oY 12 OZ 

It is clear that the [A] matrix in Eq. 8.3 is singular, since the first row is a multiple 

of the third row. This results in the second kind of singularity. This also leads to the 

gain of a degree of freedom at the output link. 

The first kind of singularity occurs at the boundary of the workspace. At the 

workspace boundary, at least one of the discriminants from Eq. 6.8 is exactly zero. 

This condition is shown in Eq. 8.4. 

aiytazj-ajy =O 4 =1,2,3 (8.4) 

On inspecting the derivation of the Jacobian matrix more closely, it is clear that the 

square root of the discriminant forms one of the denominators in Eqs. 7.6 and 7.7. If 

this term is used as an multiplication factor on both matrices [A] and [B], then when 
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the discriminant becomes zero, there are still some terms in the matrix [B] that are 

non-zero. However, the diagonal of matrix [A] becomes zero and hence [A] becomes 

a singular matrix. Since [B] is not singular, this singularity is the first kind of 

singularity and corresponds to the case where finite motion of the inputs produces no 

motion at the outputs. 

8.3.2 Method-of-Tetrahedrons-Based Singularity Determination 

The mobility equation is a useful tool for predicting the mobility of a system. 

A comprehensive mobility analysis was performed on the isostatic frameworks in the 

structural analysis section of this dissertation. Various conditions were developed for 

the framework to be isostatic. There are, however, special cases that cannot be 

determined using the mobility analysis that lead to the gain of one or more degrees 

of freedom in the framework. These singularities can be determined using the 

tetrahedron method for geometry determination. The solution curve to the geometry 

determination problem Is used to determine these singularities. For one of the 

geometries of the 60 octahedral-4 framework, the solution curve is generated using the 

Turbo C code shown in Appendix 2a. This curve is shown in Fig. 23. The merger of 

the curve with the X axis suggests that, there is a range of solutions for a range of the 

added link length. This leads to a singularity. The configuration of the octahedral 

framework in the two extreme positions are shown in Fig. 23. 

In the case of the double-octahedral manipulator studied in this dissertation 

this singularity does not occur. The geometry chosen for the manipulator is such that 
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distinct solutions exist to the geometry through out the range of actuation. Only the 

singularities discussed using the method of Jacobian matrices apply to this geometry. 

However, the singularity analysis using the method of tetrahedrons has to be 

performed if any modifications to the geometry of the double-octahedral manipulator 

is considered. 

This kind of singularity can also be identified through the method of Jacobian 

matrices. The relationship between the unactuated member lengths are, however, 

not part of the Jacobian matrix determined in this dissertation. Therefore, a different 

jacobian matrix is necessary to identify this singularity. It was mentioned earlier that 

Tidwell et al. [1990] developed a method for determining the Jacobian matrix. Their 

approach yields a generalized Jacobian matrix that contains the elements required to 

determine this kind of singularity. However, preliminary singularity analysis using 

this matrix found any singularity determination virtually intractable. 
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  Figure 23. Singular positions of the Octahedral Framework 
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9 Workspace Analysis 

9.1 Objective 

The objective of the workspace analysis is to find the range of input parameters 

(end-effector location in the case of positioning problem; orientation of the moving 

plane in the case of the gimbal problem) that satisfy a given range of output 

parameters (actuator lengths). 

9.2 Literature Review 

Among parallel manipulators, the workspace of the Stewart platform has been 

studied most. A limited investigation of its workspace, using a special case, is 

performed by Yang and Lee [1984]. Fichter [1986] developed a simulation to 

investigate some of the kinematics of the Stewart platform. One of the outputs of the 

simulation is a plot of a cross-section of the work-envelope of the manipulator. 

Cwiakala [1986] used a partial scanning technique called “The Optimum Path Search 

Technique” to find the workspace cross-section for a number of cases for the Stewart 

Platform. 

Merlet [1987] obtained workspace plots for the INRIA prototype manipulator, 

which is a variant of the Stewart Platform. Behi [1988] used a simulation to examine 

the workspace of a Stewart Platform based parallel mechanism with 3 PRPS sub- 

chains connecting the output platform to the base. Cleary and Arai [1991] have used 
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a simulation to plot workspaces for a prototype manipulator with a slightly different 

configuration from the Stewart Platform. The simulation results were verified using 

the prototype. Funabashi et al., [1991] have investigated the relationship between 

workspace and selected parameters of a 6-DOF parallel manipulator, each leg of which 

has three revolute pairs, and a spheric pair. Lee and Shah [1988] have used a 

kinematic simulation to plot the work envelope of a three-DOF parallel manipulator. 

All the above efforts were based on a discretization of Cartesian space. 

Gosselin [1990] is the first to geometrically obtain sections of the workspace of a six- 

DOF parallel manipulator. Any three-dimensional section of the positioning 

workspace can be determined using Gosselin’s method. The method is briefly 

described here. First, the inverse kinematic problem for the manipulator is solved to 

establish regions in space whose intersection will result in the workspace. For a given 

orientation of the platform, the workspace of the parallel manipulator in three- 

dimensional Cartesian space is described as the intersection of six regions, each region 

being the volume between two concentric spheres. A section of the workspace is 

obtained by taking the intersection of the spheres with a plane, which amounts to 

finding the intersection of six annular regions. An algorithm that computes the 

intersection and also the volume of the workspace is presented in the paper. The 

INRIA prototype (based on the Stewart platform) was used to demonstrate the 

method. 
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9.3 Method 

9.3.1 Positioning Workspace 

The range of motion of the end effector location for a given range of actuator 

lengths can be described either as a solid volume that consists of every reachable 

points, or as the outer surface forming a shell of reachable points. 

Volumetric Definition of the Workspace 

The common volume defined by the implicit equation, given previously as Eq. 

6.8, applied simultaneously to all three RS links, provides the work volume of the 

double-octahedral manipulator when there are no restrictions on the range of the 

actuators and when link interferences are neglected. When constraints are imposed 

on the range of movement of the actuators Eq. 6.9 must be considered in the 

workspace definition. Eq. 6.9 provides the relationship between the actuator lengths 

and the moving frame location. If each of the link lengths, 1,, vary from 1,_;, to linax» 

they will describe three regions in space defined by the following equations. 

limin < |B. - Bs| < Limax 

lomin * |B3 - By| < Lomax (9.1) 

Iynin S$ [By - Bo| < Ionax 

The volume that is common to the regions described by Eq. 9.1 (which is satisfied only 

when Eq. 6.9 is true) is the reachable workspace of the double-octahedral manipulator, 

with actuator length constraints. 

It is also possible to add external constraints to the volume definition to get 
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specific properties. One such constraint to eliminate the link interferences can be 

achieved by setting bounds on the rotation angle of the RS link defined in Fig. 17. 

This result is obtained by observing the double-octahedral manipulator and keeps all 

the links in the same closure. The constraint is given in Eq. 9.2. 

0<0,sn i-1,2,3 (9.2) 

where 6,, the rotational angle of the RS link, is defined in Fig. 15. 

Results 

Algorithm for Workspace Evaluation 

Most volume rendering techniques build on cuboids or tetrahedra for the 

representation. Such techniques usually result in jagged representations of the 

defined volume. To obtain a smooth surface representation, an initial seed, in the 

shape of an infinitesimally small sphere (or an extremely large sphere) was taken and 

iteratively expanded (or contracted) till it converged onto the surface of the work 

volume. This rudimentary method works well for convex workspaces, but finds only 

some concavities and protrusions. Forsey [1991] has worked on hierarchial surfaces 

for animation characters. An algorithm was developed by K. V. Kolady, Research 

Associate at the CAD/CAM Laboratory at VPI&SU using a similar hierarchical surface 

definition in order to define the workspace concavities with more precision. The 

algorithm was implemented on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/80 GT machine, and the 

code was written in GL. 

Figure 24a shows the work volume of the manipulator without considering 
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restrictions in the range of actuators and neglecting any link interferences for the 

dimensions stated earlier. Figure 24b shows the work volume with an actuator range 

of 34 inches to 64 inches, neglecting any link interferences. Figure 25a shows the 

work volume without restrictions in the range of actuators, but with additional 

constraints to avoid link interferences, given in Eq. 9.2. Figure 25b shows the work 

volume with restrictions in actuator movement, and also with constraints to avoid link 

interferences. 

Surface Definition of the Workspace Boundary 

The points on the boundary of the workspace is described by the implicit 

equation given in Kq. 9.3. 

Afy+ajzy-az4 = 0 _ 09-3) 

This marks the boundary between a region of solutions and no solutions. When the 

actuated members are restricted to move between limits, Eqs. 9.4 are needed in 

addition to the previous equation to define the surface. 

dimin = |B, ~ B,| 

donin = |B, ~ B, | 

Iynin * |B, ~ B, | (9.4) 

Jinx = |B, - B;| 

domax = |B, ~ B, | 

Isnax = |B, - B,| 

The approach taken here is to determine the workspace by employing sections and 

finding a common area. 
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Fig. 24b With Constraints on Actuator Range       

Figure 24 Volume Representation (Neglecting Link 

Interferences) 
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Fig. 25a Without Constraints on Actuator Range 
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Fig. 25b With Constraints on Actuator Range     
Figure 25 Volume Representation (Avoiding Link Interferences) 
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Results 

Figure 26a shows the sections of the work space of the manipulator, the result 

of cutting the boundary with a plane parallel to the fixed plane, without considering 

restrictions in the range of actuators and neglecting any link interferences for the 

dimensions stated earlier. Figure 26b shows sections of the workspace with an 

actuator range of 34 inches to 64 inches, neglecting any link interferences. Figure 27a 

shows sections of the workspace without restrictions in the range of actuators, and 

additional constraints to avoid link interferences, given in Eq. 9.2. Figure 27b shows 

sections of the workspace with restrictions in actuator movement, and also with 

additional constraints to avoid link interferences. 

9.3.2 Gimbal Workspace 

The range of possible orientations for a given range of actuator motion is called 

the workspace of the gimbal. The workspace of the double-octahedral gimbal is based 

on the distance parameter ‘d’ or ‘r’. The method used to graphically represent the 

workspace is to plot the boundary of all possible orientations the gimbal is capable of 

obtaining. This is repeated for various values of ‘d’. This value is parametrized by 

using the ratio d/h. where h is the maximum height for each unit cell. Figure 28 

provides the workspace plots for the batten to longeron (b/1) ratio of 0.5. Figure 29 

does the same for the ratio 1.0. 
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This dissertation has presented many original methods for the design and 

analysis of isostatic frameworks and truss-based manipulators. The original methods 

presented on the design and analysis of isostatic frameworks and truss-based 

manipulators are as follows. 

e Generation of general isostatic frameworks using the method of degree sequences. 

¢ Generation of deltahedral unit cells using the planar graph based approach and 

Cox’s method. 

¢ Generation of geometries from a given topology and the determination of nodal 

coordinates using the method of tetrahedrons 

¢ Closed-form solution to the inverse kinematic problem with extensions to the 

determination of the Jacobian and Hessian matrices. 

In addition to the original contributions listed above, the following methods 

were extended and improved in this dissertation. 

¢ Determination of forces in the members using the Henneberg’s method. 

¢ Forward kinematic analysis of the double-octahedral manipulator with positioning, 

gimbal and docking specification. 

Also, currently available concepts for the design of joints in the double- 

octahedral manipulator were provided. Applications of current methods in the 
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determination of workspaces and singularities were presented. 

The design of devices in such diverse areas as new structures, novel 

manipulators, crawling machines, constant-velocity joints, and as yet undiscovered 

devices depend on the ability to generate and classify the innumerable framework 

topologies. 

The design of isostatic framework involves the generation of the isostatic 

framework topologies, generation of possible geometries, determination of nodal 

coordinates, and determination of forces. In the past, the solution to these problems 

were unavailable and a systematic design of structures was unexplored. The methods 

for generation, classification, geometry determination, and force determination 

presented in this dissertation provides the necessary tools to systematically and 

rigorously design new isostatic frameworks. 

Manipulators are needed in increasing frequency to perform tasks in limited- 

access obstacle-ridden unstructured environments. These tasks require the use of 

High-DOF manipulators. Serial manipulators are not capable of providing the 

required strength and rigidity. Truss-based manipulators provide a potential answer 

to this problem. This dissertation provided an exhaustive kinematic analysis of an 

important truss-based manipulator, the double-octahedral manipulator. A long-chain 

of double-octahedral manipulators acting as actuated gimbals connecting static 

frameworks would be capable of performing tasks that are impossible for current 
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serial manipulators. One such task proposed for the device is the inspection of 

nuclear waste sites, such as the one at Hanford, Washington. Salerno et al. [1991] 

have studied the kinematics of such long-chain manipulators. 

The double-octahedral manipulator as an independent actuating unit can be 

used as a positioning device or as an actuated gimbal-like device. Complete analysis 

is provided in this dissertation for both of these applications. The quadruple- 

octahedral manipulator is capable of providing five degrees-of-freedom at the end- 

effector and is recommended for docking-type applications. Such manipulators have 

the capacity to support and actuate large structures such as antennas and reflectors 

in space and on the ground. 

The double-octahedral manipulator has been shown to have good vibration 

control characteristics [Robertshaw et al., 1989, Wada, 1990]. Vibration damping and 

isolation applications in space are likely for these devices’. Warrington [1991] and 

Lacy [1991] have used methods presented in this dissertation to perform their studies 

in vibration control and dynamic analysis. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

In the second chapter of this dissertation, principles for generating deltahedral 

unit cells were discussed. One method was to represent the deltahedral unit cells as 

  

' The manipulator is referred to as an adaptive truss by authors working on the 
dynamics and control of these devices. 
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four-connected fully-triangulated planar graphs. An excellent extension of the present 

work would be to develop an algorithm to generate the four-connected fully- 

triangulated planar graphs for a given number of nodes. Another method discussed 

for the generation of deltahedral unit cells was Cox’s method. Developing a graphical 

representation of this method is also recommended as an extension of the present 

work. It is likely that a good representation would lead to further development of this 

method and could lend some insight into the tetrahedrizing problem. The problem of 

minimally tetrahedrizing deltahedral unit cells is also recommended for further study. 

Such an algorithm will help to automate both geometry generation, determination of 

nodal coordinates and force analysis. All of the above-mentioned problems are 

suggested to a researcher in graph theory because these problems extensively rely 

upon current concepts and publications in this field. The motivation for solving these 

problems is that, once the algorithms are known, software can be developed that will 

allow a designer of isostatic frameworks to evaluate many possibilities quickly and 

easily. 

The creation of software to assist the user in designing spatial isostatic 

frameworks is also recommended. Problems to be solved include generation, 

representation, generation of geometry, determination of nodal coordinates and 

determination of forces in the members of the framework. Such software would be an 

ideal design tool to bring together the conceptual design and analysis of isostatic 

framework. The creation of a comprehensive software to study specific tasks of the 

double-octahedral manipulator is also recommended. Appendices 1-5 of this 
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dissertation provide C-language codes to various general methods of analysis of 

isostatic frameworks and truss-based manipulators. While this code is carefully 

written and well documented, it is not the kind of user-friendly software necessary for 

a practicing designer to put the ideas into everyday use. 

Design of a 3-DOF joint that is capable of providing the required rigidity and 

that can bring the structure of the framework closer to ideal is recommended to a 

design engineer. Current joints are mechanically complex and contain joint offsets 

that induce small amounts of bending, shear and torsion in the members. The use of 

elastomeric and composite materials could result in a new design that eliminates the 

mechanical complexity and joint offsets (like the joints in the human body). A design 

of an actuator that is capable of working under extreme conditions, such as in space 

or a nuclear storage facility is also recommended to the design engineer. Many 

actuators are necessary in the high-DOF devices. Therefore, any advance in actuator 

design will critically affect the development of long-chain manipulators. 
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Appendix la Determination of the 6020 Dodecahedral-6 
Geometry 

[FRR RE ARR HAR AE HAR ER ATR HERE HR RR EH A EH HER HE EE A EE EIR EE EE EE ECE / 

/* Program : D6plot.C 
Description: A program to solve the geometry of the 6020 Dodecahedral-6 

framework. This program uses functions tetra and func. */ 
[HERE R EER ARRERA RARE ARR EH AKA ERE EEE EE ERR EERE EE EERE EEK EK EE EERE RE EEK KARE E / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void tetra (float n1(3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, 
float d34, float n4[3], int sgn); 

float func (float a); 

void main () 

{ 
FILE *f2; 
float f; /* f stores the function value */ 

float a; /* added link eliminates link 118 */ 

f2 = fopen ("dodec1.dat”, "w"); 

a= 1.0; 

while (a <= 15.0) 

{ 
f = func (a); 
fprintf (f2, "%4.2f %4.2f \n", a, f); 
az=a+ 0.01; 

} 
fclose (£2); 

} 

/* Function to calculate the value of the unused link */ 

float func (float a) 

{ 
/* FILE *f1; = */ 

float p1[3], p2[3], p3[3]; 
float p4[3], p5[3], p6[3]; 
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float p7[3], p8[3]; /* Node coordinates */ 
float 114, 124, 145, 146, 147, 148; 

float 135, 136, 137, 138; 

float 125, 156, 167, 178, 118; /* Link dimensions */ 
float f ; /* function value */ 

int sgn; 

p1[0] = 0.0; 

p1[1]} = 0.0; 
p1[2] = 0.0; 
p2[0] = 6.0; 

p2[1] = 0.0; 
p2[2] = 0.0; 
p3[0] = 3.0; 

p3[1] = 5.76628; 
p3[2] = 0.0; 

114 = 6.5; 

124 = 6.5; 

145 = 6.5; 

146 = 6.5; 

147 = 6.5; 

148 = 6.5; 

135 = 6.5; 

136 = 6.5; 

137 = 6.5; 

138 = 6.5; 

125 = 6.0; 

156 = 6.0; 

167 = 6.0; 

178 = 6.0; 

118 = 6.0; 

sgn = 1, 
printf ("a = %4.2f \n”, a); 

tetra (pl, p2, p3, 114, 124, a, p4, sgn); 

/* The variable sgn can assume two values +1 or -1. The various combinations of the values ‘ 
of sgn represents the various possible closures to the geometry */ 

if (p4 [2] > -999.0) 

{ 

sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p2, 135, 145, 125, p5, sgn); 

if (p5[2] > -999.0) 
{ 
sgn = 1; 
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tetra (p3, p4, p5, 136, 146, 156, p6, sgn); 

if (p6[2]-> -999.0) 
{ 
sen = 1; 

tetra (p3, p4, p6, 137, 147, 167, p7, sgn); 

if (p7[2] > -999.0) 
{ 

sgn = -1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p7, 138, 148, 178, p8, sgn); 

} 

} 

if (p4[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p5[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p6[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p7[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 

if (p8[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 

f =sqrt ((p1[0] - p8[0]) * (p1[0] - p8[0]) + (p11) - p8[1]) 
* (p1[1] - p8[1]) + (p1[2] - p8[2]) * (p1L2] - p8[2])); 

printf ("%4.2f \n", sqrt ((f -118) * (f - 118))); 

return sqrt ((f - 118) * (f - 118)); 

} 

/* Function to solve the coordinate of the tetrahedron */ 

void tetra (float n1(3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, float d34, 
float n4[3], int sgn) 

{ 
float x1, x2, x3, yl, y2, y3, z1, z2, 23; 
float al2, a13, b12, b13, c12, c13, d12, d13, e1, e2, f1, f2; 
float a, b, c, d; 

x1 = n1l[0]; 
yl =nl1[1]; 
zl = nl{2); 
x2 = n2[0]; 

y2 = n2[1]; 
z2 = n2[2]; 

x3 = n3(0]; 

y3 = n3[1); 
z3 = n3[2]; 
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al2 = 2 * (x1 - x2); 

al3 = 2 * (xl - x3); 
b12 = 2 * (yl - y2); 

b13 = 2 * (yl - y3); 

c12 = 2 * (21 - z2); 
c13 = 2 * (z1 - z3); 

di2 = x1 * xl - x2 * x2+yl* yl - y2 * y2 +21 * 21-22 * 22 - d14 * d14 + d24 * d24; 
d13 = x1 * x1 - x3 * x3 + yl * yl - y3 * y3 + 21 * z1 - z3 * 23 - d14 * d14 + d34 * d34; 
el = (d12 * b13 - d13 * b12) / (al2 * b13 - a13 * b12); 

f1 = - (c12 * b13 - c13 * b12) / (al2 * b13 - a13 * b12); 
e2 = (d12 * a13 - d13 * al12) / (b12 * a13 - b13 * a12); 

f2 = - (c12 * al13 - c13 * al2) / (b12 * a13 - b13 * al2); 

a = fl * fl + f2 * f2+1; 
b= 2 * (el * fl - x1 * f1 + e2 * f2 - yl * f2 - z1); 
c=xl*xl-2*el*xl+el*el+yl*yl-2* yl * e2 + e2 * e2+21* z1-d14* d14; 
d=b*b-4*a*c; 

if (d >= 0.0) 

{ 

n4[2] = ( - b + sgn * sqrt (d))/ ( 2 * a); 
n4[0] = el + fl * n4[2); 
n4{1] = e2 + f2 * n4(2]; 

} 
else 

{ 
n4[0] = 0.0; 

n4[1] = 0.0; 

n4[2] = -1000.0; 

} 

} 
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Appendix 1b Determination of the 4400 Dodecahedral-7 
Geometry 

[REE REE ARR AR ARR AE ERE EERE KER EEK ERE EERE EE EKER EE EAE EERE BAR EE IEE EEE EEE EE / 

/* Program : d7plot.C 
Description: A program to solve the geometry of the 4400 Dodecahedral-7 

framework. This program uses functions tetra and func. */ 
[RRR RR TR HE KTR HR HR HH HR RR ARR KR ECR EI AR A EA RCE IC EA A EE CE EEE ACK / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void tetra (float n1[3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, 

float d34, float n4[3], int sgn); 
float func (float a, float b); 

void main () 

{ 
FILE *f2; 
float f; /* f stores the function value */ 
float a, b; /* added links eliminate link 117 and 168 */ 

f2 = fopen ("dodec2.dat", "w"); 

b= 0.5; 

while (b <= 15.0) 

{ 
fprintf (f2, "next\n"); 
a = 0.5; 

while (a <= 15.0) 

{ 
f = func (a, b); 
fprintf (f2, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", a, b, f); 
a=a+ 0.5; 

} 
b=b+ 0.5; 

} 
fclose (f2); 

) 

/* Function to calculate the value of the unused links */ 

float func (float a, float b) 
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{ 
/* FILE *f1; — */ 

float p1[3], p2[3], p33]; 
float p4[3], p5[3], p6[3]; 
float p7([3], p8[3]; /* Node coordinates */ 

float 114, 124, 145, 146, 147; 

float 125, 156, 158; 
float 136, 137, 138; 
float 128, 168, 167, 117; /* Link dimensions */ 
float f1, f2, f; /* function value */ 

int sgn; 

p1[0] = 0.0; 

p1[1] = 0.0; 

p1[2] = 0.0; 

p2[0] = 6.0; 

p2[1] = 0.0; 

p2[2] = 0.0; 

p3[0] = 3.0; 
p3[1] = 5.76628; 
p3[2] = 0.0; 

114 = 6.5; 

124 = 6.5; 

145 = 6.5; 

146 = 6.5; 

147 = 6.5; 

125 = 6.5; 

158 = 6.5; 

156 = 6.5; 

138 = 6.5; 

136 = 6.5; 

137 = 6.5; 

128 = 6.0; 

168 = 9.2315; 
167 = 6.0; 
117 = 6.8522; 

sgn = 1; 
printf ("a = %4.2f \n", a); 

tetra (pl, p2, p3, 114, 124, a, p4, sgn); 

if (p4 [2] > -999.0) 

{ 
sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p2, b, 145, 125, p5, sgn); 
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if (p5[2] > -999.0) 
{ 

sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p5, 136, 146, 156, p6, sgn); 

if (p6[2] > -999.0) 

{ 
sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p6, 137, 147, 167, p7, sgn); 

if (p7[2] > -999.0) 
{ 

sgn = -1; 
tetra (p3, p5, p2, 138, 158, 128, p8, sgn); 
} 

) 

if (p4[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p5[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 

if (p6[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p7[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 
if (p8[2] < -999.0) return 12.0; 

f1 =sqrt ((p1[0] - p7[0]) * (p1[0] - p7{0]) + (pi[1] - p7[1) 
* (p1[1] - p7[1]) + (p1[2] - p7[2]) * (p1[2] - p7[2])); 

f2 =sqrt ((p6[0] - p8[0]) * (p6[0] - p8[0]) + (pé[1] - p8{1]) 
* (p6[1] - p8[1]) + (p6[2] - p8[2]) * (p6[2] - p8[2])); 

f = sqrt ((f1 - 117) * (f1 - 117) + (f2 - 168) * (f2 - 168)); 
printf ("%4.2f \n", f); 

return f; 

} 
/* A function to solve the coordinate of the tetrahedron */ 
void tetra (float n1(3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, float d34, 

float n4[3], int sgn) 

{ 
float x1, x2, x3, yl, y2, y3, z1, z2, z3; 
float al2, al3, b12, b13, c12, c13, d12, d13, e1, e2, fl, f2; 

float a, b, c, d; 

x1 = n1[0); 
yl = n1[1]; 
z1 = n1[2]; 

x2 = n2(0]; 

y2 = n2[1]; 
z2 = n2[2); 
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x3 = n3[0]; 

y3 = n3(1); 
z3 = n3[2]; 

al2 = 2 * (x1 - x2); 

al3 = 2 * (xl - x3); 

bl12 = 2 * (yl - y2); 
b13 = 2 * (yl - y3); 
c12 = 2 * (z1 - 22); 

c13 = 2 * (zl - z3); 
d12 = xl * x1 - x2 * x2+yl* yl - y2 * y2 + z1 * 21 - z2 * 22 - d14 * d14 + d24 * d24; 
d13 = x1 * x1 - x3 * x3 + yl * yl - y3 * y3 + z1 * z1 - z3 * z3 - d14 * d14 + d34 * d34; 
el = (d12 * b13 - d13 * b12) / (a12 * b13 - a13 * b12); 
f1 = - (c12 * b13 - c13 * b12) / (al2 * b13 - al3 * b12); 
e2 = (d12 * al3 - d13 * a12) / (b12 * a13 - b13 * a12); 
f2 = - (cl12 * al3 - c13 * al2) / (b12 * al3 - b13 * a12); 

a = f1 * fl + f2 * f2 + 1; 

b= 2 * (el * fl - x1 * fl + e2 * f2 - yl * f2 - z1); 
c=xl*xl-2*el*xl+el*el+yl* yl-2* yl * e2 + e2 * e2 +21 * z1-d14 * dl4; 
d=b*b-4*a*c; 

if (d >= 0.0) 

{ 
n4[2] = ( - b + sgn * sqrt (d))/ ( 2 * a); 
n4[0] = el + fl * n4[2); 

n4[1] = e2 + f2 * n4[2]; 

} 
else 

{ 
n4[0] = 0.0; 

n4{1] = 0.0; 

n4[2] = -1000.0; 
} 

} 
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Appendix 2a Determination of the 60 Octahedral-4 
Geometry 

[PRA a ER A A A RR A A FR AC AR A HR AR HEIR AE I HH A A HE EE FC a I HC 2 IE a CR / 

/* Program =: oplot.C 
Description: A program to solve the geometry of the 60 Octahedral-4 

framework. This program uses functions tetra and func. */ 
[ERR ER ER EK KERR RHR ERE ER KER EK AE EE ERK ACER HE KE EE EK BE I EEE EE OE EE RCE / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void tetra (float n1(3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, 
float d34, float n4[3], int sgn); 

float func (float a); 

void main () 

{ 
FILE *f2; 
float f; /* f stores the function value */ 
float a; /* added link eliminates link 134 */ 

f2 = fopen ("octa.dat", "w"); 

a = 0.5; 

while (a < 15.00) 

{ 
f = func (a); 

fprintf (f2, "%5.4f %5.4f 0.0 X\n", a, f); 

a=a-+ 0.05; 

} 
fclose (f2); 

} 

/* Function Definitions */ 

float func (float a) 

{ 
/* FILE *f1; */ 
float p1[3], p2[3], p3[3], p43], p5(3], p6[3]; /* Node coordinates */ 
float 114, 124, 125, 135, 136, 116, 145, 146, 156, f; /* Link dimensions */ 
int sgn; 

p1[0] = 0.0; 

p1[1] = 0.0; 
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p1[2]} = 0.0; 

p2[0] = 6.0; 
p2[1] = 0.0; 
p2[2] = 0.0; 
p3[0] = 3.0; 

p3[1] = 5.1962; 
p3[2] = 0.0; 

114 = 6.0; 
145 = 6.0; 

135 = 6.0; 

124 = 6.0; 

125 = 6.0; 

116 = 6.0; 

146 = 6.0; 

136 = 6.0; 

156 = 6.0; 

sen = 1; 

tetra (pl, p2, p3, 114, 124, a, p4, sgn); 

if (p4 [2] > -999.0) 
{ 
sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p2, 135, 145, 125, p5, sgn); 

if (p5[2] > -999.0) 

{ 
sgn = 1; 
tetra (p3, p4, p5, 136, 146, 156, p6, sgn); 

} 
} 

if (p4[2] < -999.0) return 10.0; 
if (p5[2] < -999.0) return 10.0; 
if (p6[2] < -999.0) return 10.0; 

f =sqrt ((p1[0] - p6[0]) * (p1[0] - p6[0]) + (p1{1] - p6[1]) 
* (p1[1] - p6[1]) + (p1[2] - p6[2]) * (p1[2] - pé[2])) ; 

printf ("%f \n", f); 

return sqrt ((f - 116) * (f - 116)); 

} 

void tetra (float n1(3], float n2[3], float n3[3], float d14, float d24, float d34, 
float n4{3], int sgn) 

{ 
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float x1, x2, x3, yl, y2, y3, z1, 22, 23; 

float al2, al3, b12, b13, c12, c13, d12, d13, e1, e2, fl, f2; 
float a, b, c, d; 

x1 = n1[0]; 
yl=nI[1]J; 

zl = nl1[2]; 

x2 = n2[0); 

y2 = n2[(1); 
z2 = n2[2]; 

x3 = n3[0]; 

y3 = n3{1]; 
z3 = n3[2]; 

al2 = 2 * (x1 - x2); 

al3 = 2 * (x1 - x3); 
b12 = 2 * (yl - y2); 
b13 = 2 * (y1 - y3); 
c12 = 2 * (z1 - z2); 

c13 = 2 * (z1 - z3); 

d12 = xl * x1 - x2 * x2+ yl * yl - y2 * y2+z1* z1-2z2 * 22 -d14 * d14 + d24 * d24; 
d13 = x1 * x1 - x3 * x3 + yl * yl - y3 * y3 + z1 * z1 - 23 * 23 - d14 * d14 + d34 * d34; 
el = (d12 * b13 - d13 * b12) / (al2 * b13 - a13 * b12); 
f1 = - (c12 * b13 - c13 * b12) / (al2 * b13 - al3 * b12); 
e2 = (d12 * a13 - d13 * al2) / (b12 * al13 - b13 * a12); 
f2 = - (c12 * al3 - c13 * al2) / (b12 * al3 - b13 * al2); 

a = fl * fl + f2 * f2 + 1; 

b = 2 * (el * fl - x1 * fl + e2 * f2 - yl * f2 - z1); 
c=xl*xl-2* el *xl+el*el+yl*yl-2* yl * e2 + e2 * e2 + 21 * z1 - d14 * d14; 
d=b*b-4*a*ec; 

if (d >= 0.0) 

{ 

n4[2] = ( - b + sgn * sqrt (d))/ ( 2 * a); 

n4[0] = el + fl * n4[2); 
n4[1] = e2 + f2 * n4[2]; 

else 

{ 
n4[0] = 0.0; 

n4[1] = 0.0; 

n4(2} = -1000.0; 

} 

} 
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Appendix 2b Determination of Forces using the Method 
of Joints 

[ER EERERR EERE EER AEE EER ERE KARE ERR EEA EE EEE EER EEE EI EE EEE ERE ER KE / 

/* Program’ =: static.C 
Description: A program to solve the forces in the members of a framework 

using the method of joints */ 
I haaaedlaailaitalaieateditelinaiieaTadiluitiniesiaiaaladiastnnidieiadinniulinitedieiiaiudlnaiaaiedioitadidindndiaiadisiadiiteieiindiaiiniaiiniaiiniaininiiaiaiinieiieiniieiainiaiaiaitaiaiieiaieaniaiad | 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void main() 

{ 
FILE *f1; 

float p, px, py, pz; 
float a, ax, ay, az; 
float b, bx, by, bz; 
float c, cx, cy, cz; 

float d, da, db, de; 
float norm; 

fl = fopen ("static.dat", “w"); 

/* Input Parameters of the truss */ 
printf ("Key-in the Direction of force (unit vector) \n"); 
printf ("x = "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&px); 
printf ("y = "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&py); 
printf ("z = "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&pz); 

norm = sqrt (px * px + py * py + pz * pz); 
px = - px / norm; 

py = - py/ norm; 
pz = - pz / norm; 
printf ("Key-in Magnitude of force \n"); 

printf ("p = "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&p); 

fprintf (f1, "P = %6.4f (%6.4f i + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", p, px, py, pz); 

printf ("Key-in the Direction of link 1 \n"); 
printf ("x = "); 
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scanf ("%f" ,&ax); 
printf ("y = ")s 

scanf ("%f" ,&ay); 
printf ("z = "). 

scanf ("%f" ,&az); 
norm = sqrt (ax * ax + ay * ay + az * az); 
ax = ax /norm; 

ay = ay / norm; 
az = az / norm; 

fprintf (fl, "A = a (%6.4f 1 + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", ax, ay, az); 

printf ("Key-in the Direction of link 2 \n"); 
printf ("x ="); 
scanf ("%f",&bx); 

y="); 
scanf ("%f" ,&by); 
printf ("z = "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&bz); 
norm = sqrt (bx * bx + by * by + bz * bz); 
bx = bx / norm; 

by = by / norm; 
bz = bz / norm; 

fprintf (f1, "B = b (%6.4f i + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", bx, by, bz); 

printf ("Key-in the Direction of link 2 \n"); 
printf ("x = "); 

scanf ("%f" ,&cx); 
printf (“y ="); 
scanf ("%f" »,&cy); 
printf ("z = "); 

scanf ("%f" ,&cz); 

norm = sqrt (cx * cx + cy * cy + cz * cz); 
cx = cx / norm; 

cy = cy / norm; 
cz = cz / norm; 

fprintf (f1, "C = c (%6.4f 1 + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", cx, cy, cz); 

printf ("P = %6.4f (%6.4f i + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", p, px, py, pz); 
printf ("A = a (%6.4f 1+ %6.4f } + %6.4f k) \n", ax, ay, az); 
printf ("B = b (%6.4f 1 + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", bx, by, bz); 
printf ("C = c (%6.4f i + %6.4f j + %6.4f k) \n", ex, cy, cz); 

d = ax*(by*cz - bz*cy)- bx*(ay*cz - az*cy) + cx*(ay*bz - az*by); 
da = p*px*(by*cz - bz*cy) - p*bx*(py*cz - pz*cy) + p*cx*(py*bz - pz*by); 
db = p*tax*(py*cz - pz*cy) - p*px*(ay*cz - az*cy) + p*cx*(ay*pz - az*py); 
dc = p*ax*(by*pz - bz*py) - p*bx*(ay*pz - az*py) + p*px*(ay*bz - az*by); 
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a = da/d; 

b= db/d; 

c = de/d; 

fprintf (f1, "a = %6.4f \n", a); 
fprintf (f1, "b = %6.4f \n", b); 
fprintf (f1, “c = %6.4f \n", c); 

printf ("a = %6.4f \n", a); 
printf ("b = %6.4f \n", b); 
printf ("c = %6.4f \n", c); 

fclose (f1); 

} 
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Appendix 3a Forward Solution to the Double-Octahedral 
Manipulator with Positioning Specification 

[RRR EE ERK KE AE KE AK EAR IE EAE ER EER ER EEE IH EEE TH EER I HA EE IEE EEK / 

/* Program =: Position.C 
Description: A program to solve the forward kinematics of the double-octahedral 

manipulator with the positioning specification. This program uses 
functions fdvalue, fvalue, and trans. */ 

[RRR RRR AR ARE HR AK KK AR RRR ERA ARE AK EKA AA HAH A HE HE A IER EE AH CE EE IR EE A EEE / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 
void fdvalue (float thetal], float fLJ, float fd[][3], float nodv{[][3], 

float 11, float 12, float 13); 

float fvalue (float theta[], float f[], float nodv{][3], 
float 11, float 12, float 13); 

void trans (float rot[][4]); 

float k1[{3], k2[3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 
void main() 

{ 
float xm, ym, zm; /* End-effector location wrt moving frame */ 

float xe, ye, ze; /* End-effector location wrt fixed frame */ 

float tran[4][4]; /* Transformation matrix */ 

printf ("Key-in the X location of end-effector  :"); 
scanf ("%f",&xm); 

printf ("Key-in the Y location of end-effector :"); 
scanf ("%f",&ym); 
printf ("Key-in the Z location of end-effector _—: "); 
scanf ("%f",&zm); 

trans (tran); 
xe = tran[0][0] * xm + tran(0][1] * ym + tran[0][2] * zm + tran[0][3]; 
ye = tran({1)[0] * xm + tran[1][1] * ym + tran[1][2] * zm + tran[1][3]; 
ze = tran[2][0] * xm + tran[2][1] * ym + tran[2][2] * zm + tran[2][3]; 
printf ("The end-effector location wrt fixed frame is {%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f} \n", xe, ye, ze); 
printf ("The transformation matrix from the moving to fixed frame is : \n "); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[(0][0], tran[0][1], tran[(0][2], tran[0][3]); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran(1][0], tran[1][1), tran[1][2], tran[1][3)); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[2](0], tran[2)[1], tran[{2][2], tran(2](3]); 
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printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran(3][0], tran[3][1], tran[3][2], tran[3][3]); 
) 
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Appendix 3b Forward Solution to the Double-Octahedral 
Manipulator with Gimbal Specification 

Yahi italaatesiaaeiedinudiainiodiiniedlaiastaaaitedtaaeae aiteaieaiaatestaatetiesiatadiesiaatcedtaaieaiciadidiedladidiaaiadiigtiadiadiadidiaaitiiadidiaindaiiaiainiaiiainiaiininindaiaiiiaiaiaiainiaiel | 

/* Program : Gimbal.C 
Description: A program to solve the forward kinematics of the double-octahedral 

manipulator with the gimbal specification. This program uses 
functions fdvalue, fvalue, and trans. */ 

[RRA ERA ERE RER AREER AKA AE AKER EE KHAKI A ACR A AE AE EE FE OE IR AE ICE EE / 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 
void fdvalue (float theta[], float fLJ, float fd[][3], float nodv[J[3], 

float 11, float 12, float 13); 

float fvalue (float thetal[], float f[], float nodv[][3], 

float 11, float 12, float 13); 

void trans (float rot[J[4]); 

float k1[3], k2[(3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 
void main() 

{ 
float beta, theta, d; | /* Gimbal parameters */ 
float ux2, uy2, uz2; | /* Unit normal to the moving plane */ 

float x, y, Z; /* Origin of the moving frame */ 

float tran[4][4]; /* Transformation matrix */ 

trans (tran); 
ux2 = tran[0][2]; 

uy2 = tran(1][2]; 

uz2 = tran[2][2]; 
x = tran(0][3]; 

y = tran[1][3); 
z = tran([2][3]; 

beta = atan2 (sqrt (ux2 * ux2 + uy2 * uy2), uz2); 
theta = atan2 (uy2, ux2); 

beta = beta * 180.0 / 3.1415927; 
theta = theta * 180.0 / 3.1415927; 
d = sqrt (x *x+y *y+z*z); 
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printf ("Gimbal parameter ‘beta’ in degrees = %6.4f \n", beta); 
printf ("Gimbal parameter ‘theta’ in degrees = %6.4f \n", theta); 

printf ("Gimbal parameter ‘d’ = %6.4f \n", d); 

printf ("The transformation matrix from the moving to fixed frame is : \n "); 
printf ("(%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[0J[0], tran(OJ[1], tran(0][2], tran[0][3]); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[1][0], tran[1)[1], tran[{1][2], tran[1][3]); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[2][0], tran[2][1], tran[2][2], tran[2][3)); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[3][0], tran[3][1], tran[3][2], tran[3][3]); 
} 
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Appendix 3c Forward Solution to the Quadruple- 
Octahedral Manipulator 

[RE TE RE EE ER AE ER ERE RAR EAE ER ERE AE EE EEE I EE ERE EERE / 

/* Program  : Docking.C 
Description: A program to solve the forward kinematics of the quadruple- 

octahedral manipulator with the docking specification. This 
program uses functions fdvalue, fvalue, and trans. */ 

[ERR ERER ER ERE EERE RAE EEK EERE ERE EAE ERE EERE ER ER ARH EH EE HEE I HR ECE EEE AEE / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void fdvalue (float theta(], float f]), float fd[][3], float nodv[][3], 
float 11, float 12, float 13); 

float fvalue (float thetal], float fL], float nodv[[3], 
float 11, float 12, float 13); 

void trans (float rot{][4]); 

float k1[3], k2(3], k3[3], k4[3], k5(3], k6(3], k7([3], k8[3], k9(3]; 
/* Geometric constants */ 

void main() 

{ 
float tran[4][4)]; /* Final Transformation matrix */ 
float tran 1[4][4]; /* First Transformation matrix */ 
float tran2[4][4]; /* Second Transformation matrix */ 

int i, j; /* Counters */ 

printf ("Key-in dimensions for the first double-octahedral manipulator\n"); 
trans (tran1); 

printf ("Key-in dimensions for the second double-octahedral manipulator\n"); 
trans (tran2); 

for (i = 0 51 <= 3 ; ++i) 
for (j = 0 ;j <=3 ; ++)j) 
tran(il{j] = tran1[iJ[0] * tran2[0][j] + tran1[i][1] * tran2[1]G) + 

tran 1[i][2] * tran2[2]{j] + tran1{iJ[3] * tran2[3]{j); 
printf ("The transformation matrix from the moving to fixed frame is : \n "); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[0][0], tran[0][1], tran[0][2], tran[0][3)); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[{1][0], tran[1][1], tran[1][2], tran[1]{3]); 
printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran[2][0], tran(2][1], tran{2][2], tran[2][3)); 

printf ("[%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f] \n", tran(3][0], tran[3][1], tran(3][2], tran{3](3)); 

} 
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Appendix 3d Forward Solution to the Double-Octahedral 
Manipulator 

[RRR AAA ARE EAA RR ERE EAE EAE REE KE HARKER ER EEE EERE ERA RRR EEA AAR HEHEHE EE EERE *x/ 

Function : trans 
Description : A function to determine the transformation matrix from the moving 

frame to the fixed frame a 
Yatton aiudtedlaiuieatndaitediciaintetidiattatctaaateteainatatietiosteaadotadidtaaadniiatiieaodiadindinliodinadiaiiliniodina aoa REE /     

void trans (float rot{][4]) 

{ 
FILE *f1; 
float nodf[3][3] ; 

float nodm([3][3] ; 
float nodv[3][3] ; 
float orig{3][3] ; 
float refv[3)[3] ; 
float urev[3][3] ; 
float 11, 12, 13; 
float Ib, Il ; 
float Irs ; 

float f[3], fd[3][3); 
float fv; 
float nfv; 

float theta [3]; 
float ctheta (3); 
float thetan [3]; 
float x, y, Z; 
float xe, ye, ze; 

float ux2, uy2, uz2; 
float ux1, uyl, uzl; 

float ux0, uy0, uz0; 

float unl, un2; 
float v1[3], v2[3]; 
float s; 

float n, r, d; 

float rod; 

int i, j, ierror; 

/* Nodes of the fixed triangle */ 
/* Nodes of the moving triangle */ 
/* Nodes of the offset plane */ 
/* Revolute joint origins */ 
/* Reference vectors (R-S pair on the fixed triangle) */ 
/* Unit vectors along the revolute joints */ 
/* Variable-member lengths */ 
/* Batten length, longeron length */ 
/* Length of the R-S pair */ 
/* Function and its derivative wrt theta */ 
/* Function value */ 
/* New function value */ 
/* Rotation angle of the RS pair */ 
/* Change in theta value */ 
/* New theta value */ 
/* Origin of the moving frame */ 
/* Output parameter (end effector location) */ 
/* Unit normal to the moving plane */ 
/* Unit normal to the mid-plane */ 

/* Unit normal to the fixed plane */ 
/* normalizing factor */ 
/* vectors on the offset plane */ 

/* Joint Offset */ 
/* Scalar distances */ 
/* Quasi-Newton method ratio parameter */ 

/* Indexes and switches */ 

f1 = fopen ("position.dat", "w"); 

/* Input Parameters of the truss */ 
printf ("Key-in the Batten Length ‘Tb’ 2"); 
scanf ("%f",&lb); 
fprintf (f1, "Batten Length ‘lb’ = %4.2f \n", Ib); 
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printf (“Key-in the Longeron Length ‘Il’ :"); 
scanf ("%f",&Il); 
fprintf (f1, "Longeron Length ‘I’ = %4.2f \n", 1); 
printf ("Key-in the Joint Offset ‘s’ 2"); 
scanf ("%f' ,&s); 
fprintf (f1, "Longeron Length ‘s’ = %4.2f \n", s); 

/* Definition of the fixed triangle nodes */ 
nodf[0][0] = -lb/2.0 ; 

nodf[0J[1] = -lb/3.4641016 ; 
nodf[0][2] = 0.0 ; 
nodf[1][0] = lb/2.0 ; 
nodf[1][1] = -lb/3.4641016 ; 

nodf[1][2] = 0.0 ; 

nodf[2][0] = 0.0 ; 
nodf[2][1] = 1b/1.7320508 ; 

nodf[2][2] = 0.0 ; 

/* Definition of revolute joint origins */ 
for (i= 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

orig(O][i] = (nodf[O][i] + nodf[1][i])/2.0 ; 
for G = 0 ;1 <= 2; ++i) 

orig{1][i] = (nodf[1]{i] + nodf[2][i})/2.0 ; 
for (i = 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 
orig{2][i] = (nodf[2][i] + nodf[0][i})/2.0 ; 

/* Definition of unit vectors along the revolute joints */ 
for (i= 0;1 <=2; ++i) 

urev[0][i] = (nodf[O][i] - nodf[1][i]) / Ib ; 
for (i= 0 ;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

urev[1][i] = (nodf[1][i] - nodf[2)[i}) / lb ; 
for (i = 0 51 <= 2 ; ++i) 

urev[2][i] = (nodf[2]{i] - nodf[O][i]) / lb ;yx 

/* Length of the R-S pair */ 
Irs = sqrt (4 * J] * ll - Ib * Ib) / 2.0; 

/* Reference Vectors */ 

refv[0][0] = 0.0 ; 
refv[0][1] = -Irs ; 

refv[0][2] = 0.0 ; 
refv[1][0] = 0.8660254 * Irs ; 
refv[1][1] = 0.5 * Irs ; 
refv[1][2] = 0.0 ; 
refv(2)[0] = -0.8660254 * Irs ; 
refv[2][1] = 0.5 * Irs ; 
refv[2][2] = 0.0; 

/* Unit normal to the fixed plane */ 
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ux0 = 0.0; 

uy0 = 0.0; 

uzO = 1.0; 

for G = 0;i <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
k7{i] = refv[iJ[0] * urev[iJ[0] * urev{i][0] + refv{iJ[1] * urev[ij[1] * 

urev[iJ][0] + refv[iJ[2] * urev[iJ(2] * urev{il(0] + orig[il[0]; 
k8[i) = refv(ij[1] * urev[i][1] * urev[i][1] + refv[i][0) * urev[iJ[0] * 

urev[i][1] + refv[iJ[2] * urev[il[2] * urev[iJ[1] + ongl[i][1]; 
k9[i] = refv[iJ[2] * urev[iJ[2] * urev[i][2] + refv[iJ[0] * urev[i][0] * 

urev[il[2] + refv[il][1] * urev{i][1] * urev{i}[2] + orig[i}[2]; 
k1[i] = refv[iJ[0] + orig[iJ[0] - k7[i); 
k2[i) = refv[il[1] + orig[iJ[1] - k8{i); 
k3[i] = refv(iJ[2] + orig[il[2] - k9[il; 
k4[iJ = refv[iJ[2) * urev[il[1) - refv[iJ[1] * urev[iJ[2]; 

k5(i] = refv(iJ[O] * urev[i][2] - refv[iJ[2] * urev[iJ[0); 
k6{i] = refvfiJ{1] * urev[(ij(OJ - refv(ij[0] * urev{il[1]; 

} 

/* Input parameters to the positioning problem */ 
printf ("Key-in the length of actuator 1 ‘11’: "); 
scanf ("%f",&11); 
fprintf (f1, "Actuator Length 11 = %4.2f \n", 11); 
printf ("Key-in the length of actuator 2 ‘12’: "); 
scanf ("%f" ,&12); 
fprintf (f1, “Actuator Length 12 = %4.2f \n", 12); 
printf ("Key-in the length of actuator 3 ‘13’: "); 
scanf ("%f",&13); 
fprintf (f1, "Actuator Length 13. = %4.2f \n", 13); 

/* Assume theta */ 

theta [0] = 0.785398; 
theta [1] = 0.785398; 
theta [2] = 0.785398; 

/* Compute the function and its derivative */ 
/* Loop to find the solution */ 
fv = fvalue (theta, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 
while (fv > 0.0001) 

{ 
fdvalue (theta, f, fd, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

/* solve for change in theta */ 
ctheta [2] = ((-f[1] * fd[2][0] + f12] * fd[1][0]) * fd[O}[1] + 

[0] * fd{1](0]) / (fd(1][2] * fd[2][0] * fd[O][2] + 
fd[0][2] * fd[1][0)); 

ctheta [1] = (-f[0] - fd[0][2] * ctheta [2]) / fd[0][1); 
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ctheta [0] = (-f[2] - fd[2][1] * ctheta [1]) / fd{2](0]; 
/* Do line search */ 

rod = 1.0; 

for (i = 0; 1 <= 2; ++i) 

thetan[i] = thetali] + rod * ctheta[i]; 
nfv = fvalue (thetan, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

while ((fv < nfv) && (rod > 0.2)) 

{ 
rod = rod / 2.0; 
for (i = 0; 1 <= 2; ++i) 
thetan[i] = theta[i] + rod * cthetal[i]; 
nfv = fvalue (thetan, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

} 

for (i = 0; 1 <= 2; ++i) 

{ 
theta [i] = thetan[i]; 
if ((thetali] < 0.0) || (theta [i] > 3.1415927)) 
theta [i] = 0.785398; 

} 
fv = nfv; 

/* without line search */ 
/* 

for (i = 0; 1 <= 2; ++i) 

theta [i] = theta [i] + ctheta [i]; 
fv = fvalue (theta, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

*/ 

} 

fv = fvalue (theta, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

for (i = 0; 1 <= 2; ++i) 

{ 

v1{i] = nodv[0]li] - nodv(1][i); 
v2{i] = nodv[O]liJ - nodv[2][iJ; 
} 

uxl = v1[1] * v2(2] - v2[1] * v1[2]; 
uyl = v2[0] * v1[2] - v1[0] * v2[2]; 
uzl = v1[0] * v2[1] - v2[0] * v1[1); 
unl = sqrt (uxl * uxl + uyl * uyl + uzl * uzl); 
ux] = ux] / unl; 
uyl = uyl / unl; 
uzl = uz1/unl; 

n = 2.0 * (nodv[0][0] * ux1 + nodv(O0][1] * uy1 + nodv[0][2] * uz1); 
d=n+s; 
r=d/(2.0 * (ux0 * uxl + uy0 * uyl + uz0 * uz1)); 
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x=d*uxl; 
y=d*uyl; 
z=d*uzl; 

ux2 = d * uxl/r- ux0; 
uy2 =d * uyl/r- uy0; 
uz2 =d * uzl/r - uz0; 
un2 = sqrt (ux2 * ux2 + uy2 * uy2 + uz2 * uz2); 
ux2 = ux2 / un2; 

uy2 = uy2 / un2; 
uz2 = uz2 / un2; 

printf (“Origin of moving plane %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", x, y, z); 
fprintf (f1, "Origin of moving plane %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", x, y, z); 

/* compute the transformation matrix */ 

rot[0][0] = 1 - ux2 * ux2/( 1.0 + uz2); 

rot(O}[1] = - ux2 * uy2 /(1.0 + uz2); 
rot[O](2] = ux2; 

rot[0][3] = x; 

rot(1][0] = - ux2 * uy2 / (1.0 + uz2); 

rot(1][1] = 1 - uy2 * uy2/( 1.0 + uz2); 
rot[1][2] = uy2; 
rot[1][3] = y; 
rot({2][0] = - ux2; 
rot[2][1] = - uy2; 
rot(2][2] = uz2; 
rot(2][3] = z; 
rot[3][0] = 0.0; 

rot({3][1] = 0.0; 

rot(3][2] = 0.0; 

rot(3](3] = 1.0; 

fclose (f1); 

} 

/* Function to calculate the Jacobian matrix */ 

void fdvalue (float theta [], float fLl, float fd[[3], float nodv[I[3], 
float 11, float 12, float 13) 

{ 
float fv; 

int 1; 

fv = fvalue (theta, f, nodv, 11, 12, 13); 

fd[0][0] = 0.0; 

fd[0][1] = ( (nodv[1][0] - nodv[2][0]) * (-k1[1] * sin (theta[1]) 
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+ k4[1) * cos (theta [1])) 

+ (nodv[1][1] - nodv(2][1]) * (-k2[1] * sin (theta[1]) 
+ k5[1] * cos (theta [1])) 

+ (nodv[1}[2] - nodv[2][2]) * (-k3[1] * sin (theta{1]) 
+ k6[1] * cos (theta [1]))) / (f10] + 11); 

fd[0][2] = ( (nodv[1][0] - nodv{2](0]) * (k1[2] * sin (theta[2]) 
- k4[2] * cos (theta [2])) 

+ (nodv[1][1] - nodv[2][1]) * (k2[2] * sin (theta[2]) 
- k5[2] * cos (theta [2])) 

+ (nodv[1][2] - nodv[2][2]) * (k3[2] * sin (theta[2]) 
- k6[2] * cos (theta [2]))) / (f10] + 11); 

fd[1J[0] = ( (nodv[0][0] - nodv[2][0]) * (-k1[0] * sin (theta[0)) 
+ k4[0] * cos (theta [0])) 

+ (nodv[0][1] - nodv[2][1]) * (-k2[0] * sin (theta[0]) 

+ k5[0] * cos (theta [0])) 
+ (nodv[0][2] - nodv(2][2]) * (-k3[0] * sin (theta[0]) 

+ k6[0] * cos (theta [0]))) / (f[1] + 11); 
fd[1][1] = 0.0; 
fd[1][2] = ( (nodv[0][0] - nodv[2][0]) * (k1[2] * sin (theta[2]) 

- k4(2] * cos (theta [2])) 
+ (nodv[0][1] - nodv[2][1]) * (k2[2] * sin (theta[2)]) 

- k5[2] * cos (theta [2])) 
+ (nodv[0][2] - nodv[2][2]) * (k3[2] * sin (theta[2]) 

- k6[2] * cos (theta [2]))) / (f[1] + 11); 

fd[2][0] = ( (nodv[1][0] - nodv[0][0]) * (k1[0] * sin (theta[0]) 
- k4[2] * cos (theta [2])) 

+ (nodv[1][1] - nodv[0][{1]) * (k2[0] * sin (theta[0]) 
- k5[0] * cos (theta [0])) 

+ (nodv[1][2] - nodv[0][2]) * (k3[0] * sin (theta[0]) 
- k6[0] * cos (theta [0]))) / (f12] + 11); 

fd(2][1] = ( (nodv[1][0] - nodv[0][0]) * (-k1[1] * sin (theta[1)) 
+ k4[1] * cos (theta [1])) 

+ (nodv{1][1] - nodv[0][1]) * (-k2[1] * sin (theta[1]) 
+ k5[1] * cos (theta [1])) 

+ (nodv[1]}[2] - nodv[0][2]) * (-k3[1] * sin (theta[1]) 

+ k6[1] * cos (theta [1]))) / (f[2] + 11); 
fd[2][2] = 0.0; 

} 

/* A function to generate the function values */ 

float fvalue (float theta [], float f[], float nodv{[][3], 
float 11, float 12, float 13) 

{ 
int i; 

for (i = 0 31 <= 2 ; ++i) 
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{ 
nodv(ij(O] = k1[i] * cos (theta [i]) + k4[i] * sin (theta [i]) + k7[i]; 
nodv[ij[1] = k2[i] * cos (theta [i]) + k5[i] * sin (theta [i]) + k8[i); 

nodv[il[2] = k3[i] * cos (theta [i]) + k6[i] * sin (theta [i]) + k9[i]; 

} 

/* compute link lengths as function values */ 
f[0] = sqrt ((nodv [1][0] - nodv [2][0]) * (nodv [1][0] - nodv [2][0]) + 

(nodv [1][1] - nodv [2][1]) * (nodv [1][1] - nodv [2][1]) + 
(nodv [1][2] - nodv [2][2]) * (nodv [1][2] - nodv [2][2])) - 11; 

f[1] = sqrt ((nodv [0][0] - nodv [2]J[0]) * (nodv [0][0] - nodv [2][0]) + 
(nodv [0][1] - nodv [2][1]) * (nodv [0][1] - nodv [2][1]) + 

(nodv [0][2] - nodv [2][2]) * (nodv (0J[2] - nodv [2][2])) - 12; 
f[2] = sqrt ((nodv [1][0] - nodv [0][0]) * (nodv [1][0] - nodv [0][0]) + 

(nodv [1][1] - nodv [0][1]) * (nodv [1][1] - nodv [0][1]) + 
(nodv [1][2] - nodv [0][2]) * (nodv [1][2] - nodv [0][2])) - 13; 

return sqrt (f[0] * f[0] + f[1] * f[1] + f[2] * £[2]); 

} 
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Appendix 4a Inverse Solution to the Positioning 
Problem 

[REE EERRERE RRR ER AREER ER EERE EEE EAE EE EER ERR HARE EE IC ACE IR EA EK  / 

/* Program =: Position.C 
Description: A program to solve the Inverse kinematics of the double- 

octahedral manipulator with the position specification. This 
program uses funcation solve */ 

[RR RE AAT HR A AA RH A AR EH AE HAC NE HE TC EH AEE BR HET EE EE AE HR I EI EE EERE / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float Ib, float Il, float s, 
float 10); 

float k1[3], k2[3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 

void main() 

{ 
FILE *f1; 

float x, y, z; /* origin of the moving frame */ 
float xe, ye, ze; /* Location of the end-effector */ 
float lb, Il, s; /* Batten length, longeron length, joint offset */ 
float 1[3]; /* Actuator lengths */ 
float vr{3]; /* Reflected vector */ 
float fact; /* Multiplication factor */ 

f1 = fopen ("position.dat”, "w"); 

/* The end-effector is assumed to be attached normal to the moving plane 
and 10 units long, therefore the reflected vector is */ 
vr{0] = 0.0; 

vr[1] = 0.0; 
vr{2] = -10.0; 

printf ("Key-in x value >"); 
scanf ("%f", &xe); 
fprintf (f1, "X value %6.4f \n",xe); 

printf ("Key-in y value ="): 

scanf ("%f", &ye); 
fprintf (f1, "Y value %6.4f \n",ye); 
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printf ("Key-in z value 2"? 

scanf ("%f", &ze); 
fprintf (f1, "Z value = %6.4f \n",ze); 

printf ("Key-in batten length ‘Tb’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &lb); 
fprintf (f1, "Batten length ‘lb’ = %6.4f \n",|b); 

printf ("Key-in longeron length ‘Il’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &ll); 
fprintf (f1, "Longeron length ‘I’ = %6.4f \n",I); 

printf ("Key-in joint offset ‘s’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &s); 
fprintf (f1, "Joint offset ‘s’ = %6.4f \n",s); 

fact = ((xe + vr[0]) * (xe - vr[0]) + (ye + vr[1]) * (ye - vr[1]) + 
(ze + vr{2]) * (ze - vr[2])) / 
((xe - vr[0]) * (xe - vr[0]) + (ye - vr[1]) * (ye - vr[1]) + 

(ze - vr[2]) * (ze - vr[2])); 

x = (xe - vr[0]) * fact; 

y = (ye - vr[1]) * fact; 
z = (ze - vr[2]) * fact; 

solve (x, y, z, lb, ll, s, ); 

fprintf (f1, “link lengths = %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", 1(0], I[1], 1[2]); 
fclose (f1); 

| 
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Appendix 4b Inverse Solution to the Gimbal Problem 

[ER ARR IR A AAC AC I A A AE HH A HH I HR AA EE I HO TRE HE A EE A RE CE I EK / 

/* Program : Gimbal.C 
Description: A program to solve the Inverse kinematics of the double- 

octahedral manipulator with the gimbal specification. This 
program uses the function solve */ 

[BEER RERERAEE ERA SERA ERA EEK EEK EEE AEE ERE EKER EAA EER HAE ERE EE HE EH EER ER REE EK EEK / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float lb, float 11, float s, 

float 10); 

float k1[3], k2[3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 
/* Geometric constants */ 

void main() 

{ 
FILE *f1; 

float x, y, Z; /* origin of the moving frame */ 
float beta, theta, d, r; /* Gimbal Parameters */ 
float Ib, Il, s; /* Batten length, longeron length, joint offset */ 
float 1[3); /* Actuator lengths */ 
float u2[3]; /* unit normal to the moving plane */ 
float u0[3]; /* unit normal ot the fixed plane */ 

we ay ve 

f1 = fopen ("position.dat”, "w"); 

printf ("Key-in beta (in degrees) :”"); 

scanf ("%f", &beta); 
beta = beta * 3.1415927 / 180.0; 

fprintf (f1, “beta = %6.4f \n",beta); 

printf ("Key-in theta (in degrees) : "); 
scanf ("%f", &theta); 
theta = theta * 3.1415927 / 180.0; 

fprintf (f1, “theta = %6.4f \n",theta); 

printf ("Key-in d value :"); 
scanf ("%f", &d); 
fprintf (f1, "d value %6.4f \n",d); 
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printf (“Key-in batten length ‘lb’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &lb); 

fprintf (f1, "Batten length ‘Ib’ = %6.4f \n",lb); 

printf ("Key-in longeron length ‘Il’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &1l); 

fprintf (f1, "Longeron length ‘Il’ = %6.4f \n",I]); 

printf ("Key-in joint offset ‘s’ :"); 
scanf ("%f", &s); 

fprintf (f1, "Joint offset ‘s’ = %6.4f \n",s); 

u2[0] = cos (theta) * sin (beta); 
u2[1] = sin (theta) * sin (beta); 
u2[2] = cos (beta); 

/* By definition of the fixed frame */ 
u0[0] = 0.0; 

u0(1] = 0.0; 
u0[2] = 1.0; 

r=d/ sqrt (2 * (1 + u2[0] * u0[0) + u2[1) * uO[1) + u2[2] * u0[2))); 

x =r * (u2[0] + u0(0)); 
y =r * (u2[1] + u0(1)); 
z=r * (u2[2] + ud[2])); 

solve (x, y, z, lb, Il, s, 1); 

fprintf (f1, "link lengths = %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", 1[0], 1[1], 112); 
fclose (f1); 

} 
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Appendix 4c Inverse Solution to the Docking Problem 

[HERE ERRER ERR ER ERR EEE ER EE HAR ERE EAE AR HAA EE IK EB A IEE HI RE EE IO FR IE IE ICR EE EEE / 

/* Program : _ Docking.C 
Description: A program to solve the Inverse kinematics of the quadruple- 

octahedral manipulator with the docking specification. This 
program uses the function solve */ 

SRA I RRR IO I RR RF CRAIC T RARE A ATER TR ARATE ARATE RE HART TAH 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float Ib, float ll, float s, 
float 10); 

float k1[3], k2([3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 

void main() 

{ 
FILE *f1; 

float x, y, 2; /* Origin of the moving frame (double-octahedron)*/ 
float xe, ye, ze; /* Specified End-point (centroid of the top plane)*/ 
float beta, theta; /* Orientation of the moving plane */ 
float c; /* ratio of heights (free parameter) */ 
float Ib, Il, s; /* Batten length, longeron length, joint offset */ 
float 1[3]; /* Actuator lengths */ 
float k1, k2,k3,k4; /* Computational variables */ 

float u0(3]; /* Unit normal to plane 0 */ 
float u2[3]; /* Unit normal to plane 2 */ 
float u4[3]; /* Unit normal to plane 4 */ 
float u42([3]; /* Unit normal to plane 4 wrt 2 */ 
float r1, r2; /* Unit cell heights in the two bays */ 
float rot(3][3); /* Rotational part of the transformation matrix */ 

f1 = fopen (“docking.dat”", "w"); 

printf ("Key-in x value :"); 
scanf ("%f", &xe); 

fprintf (f1, "X value %6.4f \n",xe); 

printf ("Key-in y value >"); 
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scanf ("%f", &ye); 
fprintf (fl, "Y value %6.4f \n",ye); 

printf ("Key-in z value 2"); 
scanf ("%f", &ze); 

fprintf (f1, "Z value %6.4f \n",ze); 

printf ("Key-in beta (in degrees) :"); 
scanf ("%f", &beta); 
beta = beta / 180.0 * 3.1415927; 

fprintf (f1, “beta = %6.4f \n",beta); 

printf ("Key-in theta (in degrees) :"); 
scanf ("%f", &theta); 
theta = theta / 180.0 * 3.1415927; 

fprintf (f1, "theta = %6.4f \n",theta); 

printf ("Key-in c value :"); 
scanf ("%f", &c); 
fprintf (f1, "c value = %6.4f \n",c); 

printf ("Key-in batten length ‘Tb’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &lb); 
fprintf (f1, "Batten length ‘Ib’ = %6.4f \n",Ib); 

printf ("Key-in longeron length ‘ll’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &ll); 
fprintf (f1, "Longeron length ‘Il’ = %6.4f \n",I]); 

printf ("Key-in joint offset ‘s’  :"); 
scanf ("%f", &s); 
fprintf (f1, “Joint offset ‘s' = %6.4f \n",s); 

u0[0] = 0.0; 

u0[1] = 0.0; 

u0[2] = 1.0; 

u4[0] = cos (theta) * sin (beta); 

u4[1] = sin (theta) * sin (beta); 

u4[2] = cos (beta); 

k1 = 2.0 * c * (u0(0] * u4[0] + u0[1) * u4[1] + u0[2] * u4[2] - 1.0); 

k2 = -2.0 * ((c * u0[0] + u4[0]) * xe + (c * u0[1] + u4[1]) * ye + 

(c * u0[2] + u4[2]) * ze); 
k3 = xe * xe + ye * ye + ze * ze; 
k4 = k2 * k2 - 4.0 * k1 * k3; 

if (k4 >= 0) 

{ 

if (k1 == 0) 
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r2 = -k3 /k2; 
else 
r2 = (-k2 - sqrt (k4)) / (2.0 * k1); 

rl=c*r2; 

u2[0] = xe / (r2 * (c + 1.0)) - (ec * uO[0] + u4[0]) / (c + 1.0); 
u2[1] = ye / (r2 * (c + 1.0)) - (c * uO[1] + u4[1]) / (c + 1.0); 
u2[2] = ze / (r2 * (c + 1.0)) - (ec * uO[2] + u4[2]) / (c + 1.0); 

x =rl * (u0(0] + u2[0)); 
y=rl * (u0[1] + u2[1)); 

z=1rl * (u0[2] + u2[2)); 

solve (x, y, z, lb, Il, s, 1); 

fprintf (f1, "11 = %6.4f 12 = %6.4f 13 = %6.4f \n", 1[0], 1[1], 1[2]); 

rot(O][0] = 1.0 - u2[0) * u2[0] / (1.0 + u2[2)); 

rot(O][1] = - u2[0] * u2[1] / (1.0 + u2[2)); 
rot[0][2] = u2(0]; 

rot{1][0] = - u2[0] * u2[1] / (1.0 + u2[2)); 

rot{1J[1] = 1.0 - u2[1] * u2[1) / (1.0 + u2[2)); 

rot(1)[2] = u2[1]; 

rot[2][0] = -u2[0]; 
rot(2][1] = -u2[1]; 
rot(2}[2] = u2[2]; 

/* Multiplying u4 with the transpose of this matrix yields the required 
vector */ 
u42[0] = rot(0][0] * u4[0) + rot{1][0] * u4[1] + rot[2][0] * u4[2]; 
u42[1] = rot[O][1] * u4[0] + rot{1][1) * u4[1] + rot{[2][1] * u4[2]; 

u42[2] = rot{0][2] * u4[0] + rot{1][2] * u4[1] + rot(2][2] * u4(2]; 

x = r2 * (u0(0] + u42[0)); 
y =r2 * (u0[1] + u42[1)); 
z= r2 * (u0[2] + u42[2)]); 

solve (x, y, z, lb, ll, s, 1); 

fprintf (f1, "l4 = %6.4f 15 = %6.4f 16 = %6.4f \n", 1[0], 1[1], 112); 

} 
else 

printf ("The problem has no solution \n"); 

fclose (f1); 

} 
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Appendix 4d Inverse Solution to the Moving Frame 
Origin Specification 

[REEERRR ERE ERE REAR AER EEE KERR AEA EER EERE RRA ERE EEA EERE EEK EEE KEK EE EKER EK / 

/* Function _ : solve 
Description : A function to solve the inverse problem of the double-octahedral 

manipulator given the origin of the moving frame. */ 
[RRR ARERR AA EEK RAE ERK HARKER EE HAAR EE REE AAA EAA EEE EERE REE RE EE EE / 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float Ib, float 11, float s, 

float 11) 

{ 
float nodf[3][3] ; /* Nodes of the fixed triangle */ 
float nodv([3][3] ; /* Offset plane nodes */ 
float orig{3][3] ; /* Revolute joint origins */ 
float refv[3][3] ; /* Reference vectors (R-S pair on the fixed triangle) */ 
float urev[3][3] ; /* Unit vectors along the revolute joints */ 
float Irs ; /* Length of the R-S pair */ 
float d; /* Distance between the origins */ 
int i, ierror; /* Counter, Error switch */ 
float a1(3], a2([3], a3[3], a4(3); 

/* Other computational variables */ 
float ct{3], st{3]; /* Cosine and sine of the RS pair angle */ 

/* Definition of the fixed triangle nodes */ 

nodf[0][0] = -lb/2.0 ; 

nodf[0][1] = -lb/3.4641016 ; 

nodf[0)[2] = 0.0 ; 
nodf[1][0] = Ib/2.0 ; 

nodf[1][1] = -lb/3.4641016 ; 

nodf[1][2] = 0.0 ; 
nodf[2][0] = 0.0 ; 
nodf[2][1] = 1b/1.7320508 ; 

nodf[2][2] = 0.0 ; 

/* Definition of revolute joint origins */ 

for (i = 051 <= 2 ; ++i) 

orig({O][i] = (nodf[OJ[i] + nodf[1][i])/2.0 ; 
for (i = 031 <= 2 ; ++i) 
orig{ 1)[i] = (nodf[1][i] + nodf[2][i])/2.0 ; 
for i = 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

orig{2][i)] = (nodf[2]l) + nodf[0][i])/2.0 ; 

/* Definition of unit vectors along the revolute joints */ 
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for (i = 0; 1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

urev[0][i] = (nodf[O][i] - nodf[1][i)) / Ib ; 
for (i = 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

urev[1){i] = (nodf{1][i] - nodf{2][i]) / lb ; 
for (i = 0; 1 <= 2 ; ++i) 
urev[2][i] = (nodf[2][i] - nodf[O][i]) / lb ; 

/* Length of the R-S pair */ 

Irs = sqrt (4 * ll * ll - Ib * Ib) / 2.0; 

/* Reference Vectors */ 

refv[0][0] = 0.0 ; 
refv[0][1] = -Irs ; 

refv[0][2] = 0.0 ; 
refv[1][0] = 0.8660254 * Irs ; 

refv[1J][1] = 0.5 * Irs ; 

refv[1][2] = 0.0 ; 
refv[2][0] = -0.8660254 * Irs ; 
refv[2][1] = 0.5 * Irs ; 

refv[2][2] = 0.0 ; 

for (i = 0 51 <= 2; ++i) 

{ 
k7[i) = refv(iJ[0] * urev{iJ[O] * urev{i][0] + refv[iJ[1] * urev[i][1] * 

urev[i][0] + refv[i}[2] * urev[i][2] * urev([i][0] + orig[iJ[0]; 
k8[i] = refv(iJ[1] * urev{iJ[1] * urev{i][1] + refv[iJ[0] * urev[i][0] * 

ureviil[1] + refvli][2} * urev[i)[2] * urev{i][1] + origfi][1]; 
k9[i] = refv(ilJ[2] * urev[il[2] * urev[iJ][2] + refv[iJ[0] * urev{i][0) * 

urevii][2] + refv[il[1] * urev{iJ[1) * urev[i)[2] + origli][2]; 
k1fi) = refv(i][0] + orig{iJ[0] - k7[i; 

k2[i) = refv[iJ[1) + orig[iJ[1] - k8[i); 
k3Gi) = refv[iJ[2] + orig[il[2] - k9fi]; 
k4fi] = refv(iJ([2] * urev{iJ[1) - refvGJ[1] * urev[ij[2]; 
k5{i] = refv[iJ[0) * urev[iJ[2] - refv[iJ[2] * urev[iJ[0]; 
k6[i) = refv(iJ[1] * urev{iJ[0] - refv[iJ[0) * urev[i)[1]; 

} 

d = sqrt (x *x+y *y+z *z); 
for (i = 0 51 <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
alf{i) = k1[i) * x + k2[i] * y + k3[i] * z; 
a2[i] = k4[i] * x + k5{i] * y + k6[il * z; 
a3[i] = k7[i] * x + k8[i] * y + k9fi] *z-d*d/2.0+s*d/ 2.0; 
a4(i] = al{i] * al(i] + a2(i] * a2[i] - a3{i] * a3fil; 

) 
ierror = 0; 

for (i = 0; i<= 2; ++1) 
if (a4[i] >= 0) 
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{ : 

ct{i] = (- alfi]* a3[i] + a2[i] * sqrt (a4[i]))alli]*alli] + a2[i}*a2[i}); 
st{i] = (- a2[i]* a3[i) - alfi] * sqrt (a4{i]))alfi]*alfi] + a2[i]*a2[)); 
nodv[i][0) = k1[i) * ct{i] + k4[i] * st{i] + k7Li; 
nodv([il({1] = k2[i] * ct{i] + k5{i] * sti] + k8{iJ; 

nodv[i}[2] = k3[i] * ct[i] + k6[i] * st{i] + k9[iJ; 

} 
else 

lierror = 1; 

if (ierror == 0) 

else 

{ 
I[0] = sqrt ((nodv[2][0] - nodv[1][0]) * (nodv[2][0] - nodv{1][0]) 

+ (nodv[2][1] - nodv[1][1]) * (nodv[2][1] - nodv[1][1]) 

+ (nodv(2][2] - nodv{1][2]) * (nodv[2][2] - nodv[1][2])); 

[1] = sqrt ((nodv[0][0] - nodv[2][0]) * (nodv[0][0] - nodv[2][0]) 
+ (nodv[0][1] - nodv[2][1]) * (nodv[0][1] - nodv([2][1]) 
+ (nodv[0][2] - nodv[2][2]) * (nodv[0][2] - nodv[2][2])); 

I[2] = sqrt ((nodv[1][0] - nodv[0J[0]) * (nodv[1][0] - nodv[0][0]) 
+ (nodv[1][1] - nodv[0][1]) * (nodv[1][1] - nodv{[0][1]) 
+ (nodv[1][2] - nodv[0][2]) * (nodv[1][2] - nodv[0][2])); 

printf ("link lengths = %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n”, 1[0], I[1], 1[2]); 
} 

printf ("There is no solution. \n"); 
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Appendix 5a Jacobian Matrix Determination for the 
Positioning Problem 

[FREER ERERE EER AAR ERE EER EERE EK HEA ERE EEE EEE ERRATA ERA HEH ERR EHR EERE EHH EAH EEK / 

/* Program : Position 
Description : A Program to obtain the Velocity Jacobian to the positioning 

specification for the double-octahedral manipulator in closed 
-form. Function includes dot and solve given in Appendix 4d. 

[PERERA RE RAR AA KAR AHA RAK BAKA A HAR ERE ERA ERA RAREHT EATER ER HAA EHR HEHE KF EH EEK HARE KH / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

float dot (float v1[], float v2[]); 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float lb, float Il, float s, 

float 1); 

float k1[3], k2[3], k3[3], k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 

float a1[3], a2[3], a3[3], a4[3]; /* Other computational variables */ 
float b[{3][3]; /* Offset Plane nodes */ 

void main() 
{ 
FILE *f1; 

float p[3]; /* origin of the moving frame */ 
float pe[3]; /* Location of the end-effector */ 
float Ib, ll, s; /* Batten length, longeron length, joint offset */ 
float 1[3]; /* Actuator lengths */ 
float vr[3]; /* Reflected vector */ 
float pemvr[3], pepvr[3]; /* Vectors used for intermediate calculations */ 
float fact, d; /* Multiplication factor */ 

float dpe[3](3]; /* Partial derivatives of the end-effector position vector */ 
float dp{3](3]; /* Partial derivatives of the origin of the moving plane */ 

float da1{3][3], da2(3][3], da3[3][3}; 
/* Partial derivatives of the variable a */ 

float db1[3]{3], db2[3][3], db3[3][3); 
/* Partia] derivatives of the mid-plane nodes */ 

float bn[3][3]; /* Mid-plane vectors */ 
float jacoba[3)[3]; /* Jacobian [A] matrix */ 
float jacobb[3)[3]; /* Jacobian [B] matrix */ 
float dcos[3][3], dsin[3][3]; 
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/* Partial derivative to the cosine and sine of the angles */ 

int i, J; 

f1 = fopen ("position.dat”, "w"); 

/* The end-effector is assumed to be attached normal to the moving plane 
and 10 units long, therefore the reflected vector is */ 
vr{0] = 0.0; 
vr[1] = 0.0; 

vr[2] = -10.0; 

fprintf (fl, "vr %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", vr[0], vr[1], vr[2]); 

printf ("Key-in x value 2"); 
scanf ("%f", &pe[0)); 
fprintf (f1, "X value %6.4f \n",pe[0]); 

printf ("Key-in y value :"); 

scanf ("%f", &pe[1]); 

fprintf (f1, "Y value %6.4f \n",pe[1]); 

printf ("Key-in z value 2"); 
scanf ("%f", &pe[2]); 
fprintf (f1, "Z value %6.4f \n",pe[2]); 

printf ("Key-in batten length Tb’ : "); 

scanf ("%f", &lb); 

fprintf (f1, "Batten length ‘Ib’ = %6.4f \n",|b); 

printf ("Key-in longeron length ‘Il’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &ll); 
fprintf (f1, “"Longeron length ‘ll’ = %6.4f \n",)]); 

printf ("Key-in joint offset ‘s’ :"); 
scanf ("%f", &s); 
fprintf (f1, "Joint offset ‘s’ = %6.4f \n",s); 

fprintf (f1, "pe %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n”, pe[0], pe[1], pe[2]); 

for (i = 0 51 <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
pemvr[i] = pe[i] - vr[iJ; 
pepvri[i] = peli] + vr{il; 

} 

fact = dot (pepvr, pemvr) / dot (pemvr, pemvr); 

for (i = 0 ;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

pli] = (peli) - vr[i]) * fact; 
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solve (p[0J, p[1J, p{2], lb, Il, s, 1); 

fprintf (f1, “link lengths = %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", 1[0], 1[1], 1[2)); 

jacobb[0][0] = }[0]; 
jacobb[0][1] = 0.0; 
jacobb[0)[2] = 0.0; 
jacobb[1][0] = 0.0; 

jacobb[1][1] = 1[1); 
jacobb[1][2] = 0.0; 
jacobb[2][0] = 0.0; 
jacobb[2][1] = 0.0; 

jacobb[2][2] = 1[2]; 

dpe[0](0] = 1.0; 
dpe[0][1] = 0.0; 
dpe[0][2] = 0.0; 
dpe[1](0] = 0.0; 
dpef1)[1] = 1.0; 
dpe[1][2] = 0.0; 
dpe[2][0] = 0.0; 
dpe([2][1] = 0.0; 
dpe[2][2] = 1.0; 

d = sqrt (p[0] * p{0] + p{1] * p[1] + p[2] * p{2)); 

for GG = 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

for G = 0 ;j <= 2 ; ++) 
dp[j][i] = (dot (pepvr, pemvr) * dpeli][j] + 2 * dot (pe, dpefi]) * (pefj] - vrij])) / 

dot (pemvr, pemvr) 
- (2 * dot (pepvr, pemvr) * dot (pemvr, dpe[il]) * (pelj] - vri{j])) / 
(dot (pemvr, pemvr) * dot (pemvr, pemvr)); 

for Gi = 031 <= 2 ; ++i) 

for (j = 0 ;j <= 2 ; ++j) 

{ 
dal[illj] = k1fi] * dp[0]h) + k2[i) * dp[1]G) + k3fi] * dp[2]h); 
da2([illj] = k4[i] * dp{0]Gj) + k5{i] * dp[1JG) + k6[i] * dp[2]h); 
da3lilfj] = k7[i] * dp(0]Gj] + k8[i] * dp{1)] + k9[i) * dp[2]fj] 

- (1.0-s/d)*(p[0]*dp[0]9]+p[1)*dp[1]5]+pl2}*dp[2]h)); 
} 

for (i= 0 51 <= 2 ; ++i) 
for G = 0 ;j <= 2 ; +4) 

{ 
dcos(iJ[j] = (- alfi] * da3{i)ij] - a3[i] * dalfi]fj] + sqrt (a4[i)) 

* da2[ijij) + (a2[i] * (alfi] * dalfilG) + a2) * da2GJh) 
- a3[i] * da3[iJ§])) / sqrt (a4{i])) 
/ (alfi] * alfa] + a2{i] * a2{i)) 
- (2 * (-alfi] * a3[i) + a2[i) * sqrt (a4{[i))) 
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* (ali) * dallil[j] + a2[i) * da2[iJG))) 
/ (alGi] * ali] + a2[i] * a2[i]) * 

(alfi] * al[i] + a2[i] * a2[i))) ; 

dsin([iJGj] = (- a2[i] * da3fillj] - a3[i] * da2[i}G) - sqrt (a4{i]) 
* dallillj] - (alli) * (alfi] * dallilGj] + a2[i) * da2lilij] 
- a3[i] * da3[il[j])) / sqrt (a4{[i))) 
/ (ali) * alfi) + a2[i) * a2[i)) 
- (2 * (-a2[i] * a3[i] - alfi] * sqrt (a4{[i])) 
* (alfi] * dallij{j] + a2(i] * da2[i]G])) 
/ (alli) * alfi] + a2[i] * a2[i)) * 

(al{i] * alfi] + a2[i] * a2[i])) ; 

} 
for G = 0 ;j3 <= 2 ; +4) 

{ 
db1[j)(0)] = k1{1) * dcos{1]{j] + k4[1] * dsin{1]j] - k1[2] * deos[2]j] 

- k4[2] * dsin[2]]j); 
db1{jJ[1] = k2[1] * dcos{1){j] + k5{1] * dsin[1][j] - k2[2] * dcos[2]{j] 

- k5[2] * dsin[2]j]; 
db1{j)[2) = k3[1] * dceos[1][j) + k6[1] * dsin[{1]G) - k3[2] * deos[2]{j] 

- k6[2] * dsin[2]{j]; 

db2{j][0] = k1[2] * deos[2]fj] + k4[2] * dsin[2]h] - k1[0] * deos[0]fj] 
- k4[0] * dsin[0]j); 

db2{j][1] = k2[2] * deos[{2}{j] + k5[2] * dsin[2]{j] - k2[0] * deos[0)fj] 
- k5[0] * dsin[0]); 

db2([j]J[2] = k3[2] * deos[2]{j] + k6[2] * dsin(2]{j] - k3[0] * deos[0]Gj] 
- k6[0] * dsin[0]{j); 

db3[j][0] = k1[0] * dcos[0]{j] + k4[0] * dsin[0]G] - k1[1) * dcos[1]{j] 
- k4{1) * dsin(1)§); 

db3{j][1] = k2[0] * deos[0][j] + k5[0] * dsin[0][j] - k2(1] * deos[1]fj] 
- k5[1] * dsin[1]5); 

db3{j][2] = k3[0] * deos[0][j] + k6[0] * dsin(0]fj] - k3[1] * deos[1]§] 
- k6[1] * dsin{1][j); 

} 

for (j = 0; j <= 2 ; +4) 

{ 
bn(O]{j] = b{1]G] - b{2]G); 
bn(1]{j] = b[2][j] - blO]Gj); 
bn[2]G] = b(0]Gj] - b[1J5); 
} 

for (i = 051 <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
jacoba[O][i] = dot (bn[0], db1[i]); 

jacoba[1]G] = dot (bn[1], db2[i]); 
jacoba[2][i] = dot (bn[2], db3[i]); 
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fprintf (“Jacobian Matrix A \n"); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacoba[0][0], jacoba[0][{1], jacoba[0][2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacoba[1][0], jacoba[1][1], jacoba[1][2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n”, jacoba[2][0], jacoba[2][1], jacoba[2][2]); 

fprintf (“Jacobian Matrix B \n"); 

fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[0][0], jacobb[0][1], jacobb[0][2]); 

fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[1][0], jacobb[1][1], jacobb[1][2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[2][0], jacobb[2][1], jacobb[2][2]); 

felose (f1); 
) 

/* A function to find the dot product of two vectors */ 

float dot (float v1[J, float v2[}) 

{ 
return (v1[{0] * v2[0] + v1[1] * v2[1] + v1[2] * v2[2)); 

} 
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Appendix 5b Jacobian Matrix Determination for the 
Gimbal Problem 

[ARE a A AE A A HH HC IR RO AH RA RAR HERE ERE HE HRT ER TERE EEE EE ECE KH 

/* Program : Gimbal 
Description : A Program to obtain the Velocity Jacobian to the gimbal 

specification for the double-octahedral manipulator in closed 
-form. Function includes dot and solve (given in Appendix 4d.) 

[RRR ERRERE REE EEE RE AEE EERE ERE AA EEK ARE AKER ER EAE EERE EEA ARR ERE EER HEAR ARE REE EK / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

/* function declaration */ 

float dot (float v1[], float v2[)); 

void solve (float x, float y, float z, float lb, float Il, float s, 

float 1); 

float k1(3], k2[3], k3[3), k4[3], k5[3], k6[3], k7[3], k8[3], k9[3]; 

/* Geometric constants */ 

float a1[3], a2[3], a3[3], a4[3]; /* Other computational variables */ 
float b[3][3]; /* Offset Plane nodes */ 

void main() 

{ 
FILE *f1; 

float p[3]; /* origin of the moving frame */ 
float beta, theta, r; /* Gimbal Parameters */ 

float u2(3]; /* Unit vector normal to the moving plane */ 
float u0[3); /* Unit vector normal to the fixed plane */ 
float lb, Il, s; /* Batten length, longeron length, joint offset */ 
float 1[3]; /* Actuator lengths */ 
float d; /* Multiplication factor */ 

float da1[3][3], da2[(3][3], da3[3][3]; 
/* Partial derivatives of variable a */ 

float db1[3][3], db2[3][3], db3[3][3); 
/* Partial derivatives of the mid-plane nodes */ 

float bn[3](3]; /* Mid-plane vectors */ 
float jacoba[3][3]; /* Jacobian [A] matirx */ 
float jacobb[3][3]; /* Jacobian [B] matrix */ 
float dcos[3][3], dsin[3)J[3]; 

/* Partial derivatives to the sine and cosine angles */ 
float dxdthe, dydthe, dzdthe; 
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float dxdbet, dydbet, dzdbet; 
float dxdr, dydr, dzdr; 

/* Partial derivatives of the origin of the moving plane */ 
int 1, j; 

wo ee 

f1 = fopen ("position.dat”, "w"); 

printf ("Key-in beta (in degrees) :”); 
scanf ("%f", &beta); 
beta = beta * 3.1415927 / 180.0; 

fprintf (f1, “beta = %6.4f \n", beta); 

printf ("Key-in theta (in degrees) :"); 
scanf ("%f", &theta); 

theta = theta * 3.1415927 / 180.0; 
fprintf (f1, "theta = %6.4f \n", theta); 

printf ("Key-in r value 2"); 
scanf ("%f", &r); 
fprintf (f1, "r value = %6.4f \n",r); 

printf (“Key-in batten length ‘Ib’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &lb); 
fprintf (f1, "Batten length ‘Ib’ = %6.4f \n",Ib); 

printf ("Key-in longeron length ‘Il’ : "); 
scanf ("%f", &ll); 

fprintf (f1, "Longeron length ‘Il = %6.4f \n",ID; 

printf ("Key-in joint offset ‘s’ :"); 
scanf ("%f", &s); 

fprintf (f1, "Joint offset ‘s’ = %6.4f \n",s); 

u2[0] = cos (theta) * sin (beta); 
u2[1] = sin (theta) * sin (beta); 
u2[2] = cos (beta); 

/* Unit normal to the Fixed frame */ 

u0[0] = 0.0; 
u0[1] = 0.0; 

u0[2] = 1.0; 

pl0] = r * (u2[0] + ud[0)); 

pli] = r * (u2[1] + u{1)); 
p[2] = r * (u2[2] + ud[2)); 

solve (p[0J, p{1], p{2], lb, Il, s, 1); 
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fprintf (f1, "link lengths = %6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", 1[0], 1[1], 1[2)); 

jacobb[0][0] = 1[0]; 
jacobb[0][1] = 0.0; 
jacobb[0][2] = 0.0; 
jacobb[1][0] = 0.0; 

jacobb[1)[1] = 1[1]; 
jacobb[1][2] = 0.0; 
jacobb[2][0] = 0.0; 
jacobb[2][1] = 0.0; 

jacobb[2][2] = [2]; 

dxdthe = -r * sin (theta) * sin (beta); 
dydthe = r * cos (theta) * sin (beta); 
dzdthe = 0.0; 

dxdbet = r * cos (beta) * cos (theta); 
dydbet = r * cos (beta) * sin (theta); 
dzdbet = -r * sin(beta); 

dxdr = u0[0] + cos(theta) * sin (beta); 
dydr = u0[1] + sin (theta) * sin (beta); 
dzdr = u0[2] + cos (beta); 

d = sqrt (p[0] * p[0] + p[1] * p[1] + pl2] * p[2)); 

for (i = 0 51 <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
dal[i][0] = k1[i] * dxdthe + k2[i] * dydthe + k3[i] * dzdthe; 
da2[i][0) = k4[i] * dxdthe + k5[i] * dydthe + k6[i] * dzdthe; 
da3[i][0] = k7[i] * dxdthe + k8[i] * dydthe + k9[i] * dzdthe - (1 - s/d) * 

(p[0] * dxdthe + p[1] * dydthe + p[2] * dzdthe); 

dal[iJ[1] = k1[i) * dxdbet + k2[i] * dydbet + k3[i] * dzdbet; 
da2[iJ[1] = k4{i] * dxdbet + k5[i] * dydbet + k6[i] * dzdbet; 
da3(il[1] = k7[i] * dxdbet + k8{i] * dydbet + k9[i] * dzdbet - (1 - s/d) * 

(p[0] * dxdbet + p[1] * dydbet + p[2] * dzdbet); 

dal[i)[2] = k1[i) * dxdr + k2[i] * dydr + k3[i] * dzdr; 
da2[i}[2] = k4[i] * dxdr + k5[i] * dydr + k6[i] * dzdr; 

da3[i)[2] = k7[i] * dxdr + k8[i] * dydr + k9[i] * dzdr - (1 - s/d) * 
(pO) * dxdr + p[1] * dydr + p[2] * dzdr); 

} 

for (i = 0 ;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

for (j = 0 ; j <= 2 ; +4)) 

{ 
dcoslil{j] = (- alli] * da3li]fj] - a3[i] * dalfiJj] + sqrt (a4{[i]) 

* da2[ilfj] + (a2[i] * (alGi] * dalGiJij] + a2i) * da2{ilh) 

- adli] * da3{i)fj])) / sqrt (a4{i))) 
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/ (alli) * alli] + a2[i] * a2[i)) 
- (2 * (-alf[i] * a3[i] + a2[i] * sqrt (a4l[i})) 
* (alli) * dali] + a2[i] * da2(iGj])) 
/ (alli) * alli] + a2[i] * a2[i)) * 

(alfi] * alfi] + a2{i] * a2[i])) ; 

dsin{il{j) = (- a2[i] * da3[ilfj) - a3li] * da2[iJ[j] - sqrt (a4[i)) 
* dal[ilfj) - (alli) * (alfi) * dalfil{j] + a2[i) * da2[il§) 
- a3[i] * da3[i}fj])) / sqrt (a4{i))) 
/ (alfi] * alli] + a2[i] * a2fi)) 
- (2 * (-a2[i] * a3[i] - alfi] * sqrt (a4{i])) 
* (alli) * dallilfj) + a2[i] * da2[i)h))) 
/ (alfil * alfi] + a2[i] * a2[i}) * 

(alfi] * alfi] + a2[i] * a2[i])) ; 

} 
for Gj = 0 ;j <= 2 ; ++)j) 

{ 
db1{j][0] = k1[1] * deos[1][j] + k4[1] * dsin[1]§] - k1[2] * dcos[2]{j] 

- k4[2] * dsin[2]hj); 
db1{j][1) = k2[1) * deos[{1)[j] + k5{1] * dsin[1]h] - k2[2] * deos[2]fj] 

- k5[2] * dsin[2]j); 
db1[jl[2] = k3[1] * deos[1][j] + k6[1] * dsin[1][j] - k3[2] * dceos[2]fj] 

- k6[2] * dsin[2]); 

db2[j][0] = k1[2] * deos[2][j] + k4[2] * dsin[2][j] - k1[0] * deos[0]j) 
- k4[0] * dsin[0]); 

db2{j)[1] = k2[2) * deos[2]{j] + k5[2] * dsin[2][j] - k2[0] * dcos[0]]j) 

- k5(0] * dsin(O][j); 
db2[j][2] = k3[2) * deos[2][j] + k6[2] * dsin(2][j] - k3[0] * dcos[0]fj] 

- k6(0] * dsin(0]GJ; 

db3[jJ[0] = k1[0] * dcos[0][j] + k4[0] * dsin[0){j] - k1[1] * deos{1]5] 
- k4[1] * dsin[{1]§); 

db3{jJ[1] = k2[0] * deos[0][j] + k5[0] * dsin[0][j] - k2[1] * deos[1][j] 
- k5{1] * dsin[1]§); 

db3[jJ[2] = k3[0] * dcos[0][j] + k6[0] * dsin(0)fj] - k3[1] * deos[1]fj] 
- k6[1] * dsin([1]j); 

} 

for (j = 0; j <= 2; ++)j) 

{ 
bn[0]4j] = b{1)G) - b{2]{j); 
bn(1)Gj] = b(2]Gj] - blOI{j); 
bn[2]]j] = b0]G) - bf1IG]; 
} 

for GG = 0;1 <= 2 ; ++i) 

{ 
jacoba[0][i] = dot (bn[0], db1[i)); 
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jacoba[1][i] = dot (bn[1], db2[i)); 
jacoba[2][i] = dot (bn[2], db3[i]); 
) 

fprintf (f1, "Jacobian Matrix A \n"); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacoba[0J][0], jacoba[0J[1], jacoba[0][2]); 

fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacoba[1][0], jacoba[1][1], jacoba[1)[2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacoba[2][0], jacoba[2][1], jacoba[2][2]); 

fprintf (f1, “Jacobian Matrix B \n"); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[0][0], jacobb[0][1], jacobb[0][2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[1][0], jacobb[1][1], jacobb[1][2]); 
fprintf (f1, "%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n", jacobb[2][0], jacobb[2][1], jacobb[2][2]); 

felose (f1); 

} 

/* A function to find the dot product of two vectors */ 

float dot (float v1], float v2[]) 

{ 
return (vi[0] * v2[0] + v1[1] * v2[(1] + v1[2] * v2[2]); 

} 
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